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Recycling
day set for
Saturday
March 11 has been scheduled as the next Make A Da=
ference Recycling Day from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Stewart Stadium parking lot.
Volunteers are needed to
assist.
A new request is being made
of participants not to bag paper
in plastic bags. Please bag
paper in paper sacks or place
in cardboard boxes.
Newspapers should be separated from other paper. Participants are asked to bag or
bind newspapers.
Also to be collected for recycling: aluminum cans, plastics,
glass, used clothing and old
eye glasses. Need Line donations of food or cash will be
accepted.
The Red Cross Blood Mobile
will be at the stadium parking
lot for a four-hour blood drive
during Make A Difference Day.

MARCH 9, 2000
•

Lawmakers try to lower gas prices
WASHINGTON (AP) — Some
lawmakers are proposing that a 1993
gas tax of 4.3 cents a gallon be
lifted temporarily to ease the burden of motorists having to cope
with soaring gasoline prices this
summer.
House and 'Senate tax wring
committees were cool to the idea,
but a number of Republican senators said the proposal might gain

momentum if prices at the pump,
now at more than $1.50 a gallon
in many places, continue to climb.
"We've got to take down the
price of gas this summer," said
Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, suggesting one way to help do that
was suspending the '1993 excise
tax.
And the tax could become an
issue in the presidential campaign.

Sen. Don Nickles, R-Okla., said
Wednesday that the tax was imposed
in 1993 when the Democrats held
a majority with solid GOP opposition, and he made a point to say
that Vice President Al Gore cast
the tie-breaking vote. - - •
'That was (the administration's).
energy'policy," Nickles said. But
some Republican lawmakers also
questioned whether tampering with

Wit /mit i
Tonight.. Mostly clear. Low
35 to 40. Northwest wind 5 to
10 mph.
Friday.. Increasing cloudiness. A 30 percent chance of
light rain in the afternoon. High
in the middle 50s.
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Committee, which considers tax legislation.
And Archer questioned how
much good a 4.3 cent difference
would make when gasoline — as
some predict — hits $2 a gallon
during the yak
driving period this
,
suf.timer.
Sen:William Roth, R-Del.,ctair-

• See Page 2 -

MSU seeks
engineering
programs

FBI joins
KSU probe
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The FBI has joined Kentucky
State Police in an investigation into alleged embezzlement
at Kentucky State University.
Pat Bashore, an
FBI
spokesman in Louisville, confirmed that the agency's Frankfort office has opened an investigation, along with state police,
into the misappropriation of
hundreds of thousands of dollars at KSU.
State Auditor Ed Hatchett,
whose office is assisting in the
case, announced last month at
least $600,000 is missing from
the university in an elaborate
check-cashing scheme. Hatchett has said the amount could
be as much as $1 million.
A KSU employee has been
suspended without pay in connection with the investigation.
There have been no arrests
in the case or suspects named.
"The FBI came in at our
request," said Tim Hazlette, captain of the state police post in
Frankfort. "We invited the FBI
to look over our case to see
if there are federal violations
and if federal prosecution is warranted."
Hatchett said he was contacted Tuesday by the U. S.
attorney's office about the case
because most, if not all, the
money missing from KSU was
from federal sources.
The university receives federal and state funding for various programs. Hatchett also
said the U.S. Department of
Education's Office of the Inspector General as expressed interest in the KSU case and is
considering joining the investigation.
In
the
embezzlement
scheme, some checks written
to university vendors were
altered to show bills had been
paid and other checks were
written to a company which
cannot be identified, officials
said.
A special meeting of the
Kentucky State University Board
of Regents has been called
for March 14 at 6 p.m.

the federal gas excise tax might
be an overreaction, especially if
it gets reimposed once gas prices
decline.
"1 am for tax reduction whenever you can put them on the
books. I'm a little concerned when
we say we're going to do it, then
we're 'going to take it back," said
Rep. Bill Archer, R-Texas, chairman of the House Ways and Means

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
United States Postal Service Clerk Janice Rogers (left) helps a customer Wednesday
at the post office on Chestnut Street.

Stamp services help
alleviate postal traffic
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Murray
Postmaster
Mark
Kennedy certainly does not mind
when the Murray Post Office is
packed with customers.
The traffic in the parking lot,
though, does concern him somewhat.
In an effort to cut down on
some of that traffic, the Murray
Post Office has begun offering

stamps by fax and stamps by
mail.
"It's just a way of not having to deal with the traffic,"
Kennedy said. "We're in a pretty congested neighborhood."
Kennedy said the services have
been offered to post offices nationwide. The U.S. Postal Service is
also allowing its offices to perform customer faxes, but Kennedy
said he declined the service

because the only fax machine in
the Murray Post Office is located in his office.
"If 1 had the ability for coin—op
fax machine in the lobby, I'd do
it," he said. "It's more of an
accessibility issue than anything
else."
Accessibility, Kennedy said, is
exactly what the post office is

• See Page 2

House OKs tobacco plan
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A divided House has
decided to let counties decide how to spend the
bulk of the portion of Kentucky's tobacco settlement funds set aside for agriculture.
The more than $3 billion pot of money that Kentucky could get in the next 25 years from cigarette
manufacturers has been enticing since it was announced
more than a year ago. While half the money could
end up going to other causes — early childhood

development, health care and even university research
— the portion set aside for farming interests has
threatened to divide even the industry.
The dividing point was who should decide how
to spend the money. On one side was the philosophy of state direction for large projects and initiatives that could help all of agriculture. The other

II See Page 2

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Murray State University is attempting to throw its hat into the ring
of engineering programs once again.
In a letter sent to Council on Postsecondary Education President
Gordon Davies dated March 3, 2000, MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander presented the outline for three new engineering programs the university hopes to be able to offer.
According to MSU Interim Provost Dr. Gary Brockway. Alexander
sent the letter after learning that the CPE was considering similar proposals made by Western Kentucky University.
"Up until now, engineering programs have not really been an option
for the regional universities," Brockway said. "We were rejected when
we had proposals up there in the past. We were very surprised when
we learned the CPE had considered Western's proposal."
Sue Hodges Moore, vice president of academic affairs for the CPE,said the decision to consider WKU's proposals are based on an ongoing study by the CPE to determine whether more engineering opportunities are needed for Kentucky students.
"Western has done an extensive needs assessment and has found
that there is a need for more engineers in Kentucky," Moore said.
"We agree with that assessment."

• See Page 2'

House subcommittees
begin budget mischief
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Suddenly, a dozen courthouses disappear, a fish farming program is
hatched in Morehead, 20 more
state police officers are created,
an animal shelter in Grant County gets built and a street gets
opened.
When House subcommittees
begin their tinkering with the state's
biennial spending plan, like they
did Wednesday, obscure items can
become prominent.
Though relatively small in terms
of a $7 billion annual General
Fund budget, the items that get
moved around, dropped and added
to the budget can reflect real legislative priorities. But they show
little of the work that goes into

such decisions.
Two House budget subcommittees met Wednesday and voted on
their proposals with no discussion,
except allusions from the chairmen to decisions made "last night."
Rep. Jesse Crenshaw, D-Lexington, showed his hand in the
report from the subcommittee on
justice, corrections and judiciary.
The very last line of the report
includes the notation that the "use
allowance" for the new Fayette
County Courthouse is "contingent
upon Short Street in Lexington,
Ky. remaining open to vehicular
traffic."
"I live in the neighborhood,"

MI See Page 2

Dick, Beane
sentenced to
prison terms
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A Hazel man convicted of trading prescription drugs for sex
from a juvenile girl and taking photographs of her nude had
his probation revoked four hours after his first visit with his
probation officer Feb. 16.
A 10-year sentence was reinstated for Stanley Dick, 61, after
a hearing before Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis Foust Feb. 28
during the bimonthly court proceedings.
Foust sentenced Dick just two weeks before for third-degree
rape, drug trafficking, use of a minor in a sexual performance,
distribution of matter portraying a minor in a sexual performance and being a persistent felony offender (PFO).
The charges were the result of a Calloway County Sheriff's
Department investigation that started in October 1998 when
Dick reported the theft of a lockbox containing $10,000 cash
and jewelry from his home.
The girl, who reportedly began baby-sitting Dick's granddaughter
in 1994, and her boyfriend were later arrested in Tennessee.
She also said she began having sexual contact with him when
she was 15, eventually doing so in exchange for drugs.
Deputies recovered the money and, after the girl told them
she took the box to recover photos of herself, pictures of other
nude and semi-nude girls and women.
Dick was listed as a high-risk sex offender. State law required

See Page 2
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

WASHING UP...Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority member Martha Frair (left) gets instructions from
Stacey Clark during a fund-raising car wash Wednesday. The proceeds will go to St. Jude's
Hospital.
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•Stamp ...

MSU

From Page 1

L

From Page 1

'hoping the new stamp programs
provide. So far, it seems customers
are warming to the idea of purchasing stamps from somewhere
other than the post office on Chestnut Street.
Kennedy said the stamps by
fax service has taken in $1,867.40
in just a little over a month of
use. He said fax orders usually come
from companies requesting large
numbers of stamps.
"People can fax us an order
form that is available in our lobbY,L4
Kennedy said. "If they ordered
today, they'd get their order the
next day."
Kennedy said applications for
,both the stamps by fax and stamps
by mail can also be obtained by
calling the post office. at 753-1512..
There is no extra charge for
ordering stamps by fax or mail,
Kennedy said. For example, a roll
of 100 33-cent stamps still costs
S33.
The post office also has other

ways of reducing traffic around
its main office. Kennedy said there
are 13 drop-boxes located at various spots around Murray.
Those spots include the old
Wal-Mart parking lot, near the torner 15th and Main streets, next
to the Charter Communications
office and near the old federal building downtown.
Contract post oftices are also
located at Rare Treasures, The
Bookmark and in the Murray State
University Curris Center.
"We very seldomly have complaints about people not being able
to mail their mail," Kennedy said.
"It's really not hard to get mail
out of Murray."
Kennedy said the drop-boxes
get -a lot of use." He said the
post office sends -a carrier on a_
route *every day from 1730. to... 4
p.m. just to pick up Mail from
the boxes and the contract offices.
Kennedy also said the post office
will be open until midnight April
15 to handle tax mailings.

I Gas ...

MSU lost a battle with UK a
few years ago involving the establishment of an engineering school
in Paducah. As part of the resolution of that argument. MSU now
provides faculty for UK's program
there.
In the letter. Alexander said that
through the "collaborative agreement with UK in the Paducah program, we have built up rather
strong faculty teaching capability
in several areas of engineering."
Alexander could not be reached
for comment Thursday morning. His
proposals involved two undergraduate programs and one that
would be offered at the master's
degree level.
One of the undergraduate pro.

grams would be in electrical engi- dents not addressed by any instineering. In the letter, Alexander tution in the Commonwealth,"
said, "It is envisioned that the EE Alexander wrote.
Alexander also said in the letprogram would include high-tech
areas of the field with proven ter that the University of Kenrecords of student and industry tucky, the University of Louisville,
demand and growth potential for the University of Missouri at Rolla
and the University of Alabama at
the future."
The other undergraduate pro- Huntsville have been invited "to
gram would be in environmental join in the presentation of" the
engineering. Alexander stressed engineering management program.
Official proposals for the MSU
"the need for engineers educated
in water and wastewater supplies, programs have not been submitair and water pollution control and ted to the CPE as of yet. Brockresource management" in the let- way said the CPE could make a
ter.
decision on whether to approve
The graduate program would be Western's programs as early as
in engineering management. "The March 20.
Master of Science in Engineering
Moore said that the WKU proManagement' is intended to fill posal was not on the March 20
this niche market of potential stu- agenda yet, - but-could possibly be
-
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Crenshaw said later.
The subcommittee added 20
more new state police officers to
the 50 requested by Gov. Paul
Patton, but deleted the purchase
of 25 new cruisers. It delayed
opening fourjuvenile detention centers; eliminated a dozen courthouses
but left three in for the districts
of subcommittee members; and
gave $14,500 to the Ashland Police
Department for an unspecified piece
of "investigative equipment."
The subcommittee on general
government set aside $200,000
annually for an aquaculture project at the Clarke fish hatchery in
Rowan County, the district of Rep.
John Will Stacy, D-West Liberty,
who is chairman of the education
budget subcommittee. The Fleming County projects are in the district of Rep. Pete Worthington, DEwing, who is chairman of the
transportation budget subcommittee.
Rep. Royce Adams, 6-Dry
Ridge, the subcommittee chairman,
did not leave hinself out. -The
nkorrunendatron include's $50,000
for a Grant County animal shelter, $12,000 for the Pleasureville
fire department in Henry County
and $10.000 each for the New
Liberty and the Owen County volunteer fire departments
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Car Insurance discounts:

By Dr. Johnny W. Williams

Multi-car, safe driver, good student, anti-lock brakes, passive
restraints, 48-plus.

SEEING STARS

Homeowners:

Boatowners:
Discounts are available for approved safety courses, built-in fire extinguisher, diesel power, claims free experience, companion policies.

Life:
Qualify for a reduction on your life and disability income insurance
premium if you have been a non-tobacco user for the past 12
months
Ask us for details on qualification on these ways to save
money on your insurance premium.
We'll always
be there for you
Harold 'Jack" Romaine
105 N 12th St • Mona',
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY is TN

Shelter In.uranc• Co* Home Office 1817 W firnerte,av Columbia. MO 85215
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"It doesn't require discussions
with PCC," Brockway said. "We
would even offer these programs
in Paducah."

0
a

on a mental evaluation of Cox, one
of two men accused of damaging a
Vine Street apartment in January 1999,
who was deemed incompetent to stand
trial. The motion noted charges would
be refiled if he is later deemed competent.
• Dismissed charges of felony trafficking in marijuana and misdemeanor
possession of drug paraphernalia against
Sandra C. Fender, 33, of Helmsman
Lane. County authorities found a pound
of marijuana, scales and $477 cash
in the home she shared with her husband,Frank Fender Jr. The charges were
dropped as part of a plea agreement
in her husband's case.
• Placed Earl Wayne Gibson, 45,
of Warrenton, Mo., on five year's probation after sentencing him to a fiveyear term for flagrant non-support for
failing to pay $34,668 in child support from February 1983 to January
2000. He was ordered to pay $577.80
per month.
• Set a May 10 trial date for Jessie
Frank Harris, 19, of Center Ridge
Road, on charges of first-degree robbery, a Class B felony. He allegedly
took $80 and a watch from Steven
Craig Russell of Calvert City during
a fight in December.
• Set a Jan. 3, 2001, trial date for
Sfie-fry Sue Johnson, 26,Of Clarksville,
Tenn., who is charged with felony
theft by unlawful taking. She is accused
of taking about $8,000 worth of camera equipment and digital video discs
from the Wal-Mart Supercenter last July.
• Slated a June 21 trial for Marvin W. Roberson. 39, of Irvin Cobb
Road. who is charged with first-degree
cocaine possession, a Class D felony,
and misdemeanor counts of marijuana trafficking and possession of drug
paraphernalia. Sheriff's officials
allegedly found 6.9 ounces of marijuana, items with cocaine residue,
razors, a pipe, scales and other items
in his home last July. He also allegedly had cocaine at one point in February 1998.
• Slated a June 29 trial date for
Monty Thompson, 30, of Dexter, who
is charged with firearms-enhanced
counts of manufacturing methamphetamine, a Class A felony; trafficking
in meth, a Class B felony; and trafficking in marijuana and drug-paraphernalia possession, both Class D
felonies. Sheriff's officials allegedly
found meth. as well as ingredients
and materials needed to make it; marijuana pipes, rolling papers; grow
lights; and rifles, handguns and shotguns.

Bill would protect six
counties from revenue loss

Health NOTES

You may qualify for a premium reduction on your Homeowners
insurance if you have a new home, approved burglar alarm, fire or
smoke alarm, deadbolt locks, fire extinguishers.

Brockway said the MSU programs, if approved, would fall under
the College of Science, Engineering and Technology. He also said
the new programs would complement,rather than compete with, programs already being offered by
Paducah Community College and.
UK in Paducah.

Did you ever wonder what stimulated by a blow to the
was responsible for the "light head, cartoonists have tradishow" you see when you rub tionally had their characters
your eyes with your lids closed? "seeing stars" after being hit.
Dr. Johnny W. Williams is a
These "phosphenes" result
from electrical impulses to the local ophthalmologist affiliated
Jackson
Purchase
brain's visual cortex. Normally, with
Medical
Center.
Dr.
Williams
is
these impulses are associated
board
the
certified
by
the
with light entering
eye. In
American
the case of phosphenes, howev- Board of Ophthalmology. Dr.
er, they are caused by an appli- Williams office is located in the
cation of pressure upon the Jackson Purchase Medical
sensitive retina, which causes Offices at 1029 Medical Center
signals to be sent through the Circle, Mayfield, KY. For
appointments or emergencies,
optic nerve to the visual cortex
The brain then interprets the call 270-251-4545 This column
is presented by Jackson
signals as the flashes of
Purchase Medical Center
color and light that we
see. Owing to the fact
and its many fine doctors
that the visual coras a public service
tex may also be Jackson Purchase for the community.
Medical Center
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• Revoked probation for Tim Graham,
38, of Glendale Road, and reinnotify
department
to
the sheriff's
the Ledger & Times about him, stated a five-year 1997 sentence for
felony driving under the influence and
his crimes and where he lived.
driving on a suspended license. He
Following his release on pro- was arrested Feb. 16 after creating a
bation because of Dick's age and disturbance while drunk in Fulton, fighta medical condition, Dick told pro- ing with police and having Valium in
bation officer Donnie Youngblood an aspirin bottle.
he planned to continue drinking beer
•Revoked probation for Joel Mardis,
and to keep a rifle he owned, 31, of Indiana. for failing to comaccording to Youngblood's report. plete a sex offender program and reinBoth acts were violations of the stated a five-year sentence for thirddegree rape.
terms of his probation.
• Sentenced Jonathan Hosford, 34,
Four hours later, Youngblood and
of Hicks Cemetery Road, to three
another probation officer went to years for felony cultivating more than
Dick's home and found him drink- five marijuana plants and drug-paraing a beer, the report said. They phernalia possession after deputies
also found a loaded .22-caliber found 55 plants, grow lights, fertilizrifle in his home.
er and heaters in an outbuilding at
Dick later refused to get in his his home last February.
• Sentenced John D. Waynick Ill,
wheelchair to be taken to a sheriff's department car, forcing a 18, of Mayfield, to three years for
deputy to carry him, the report first-degree criminal mischief. He also
was ordered to pay $400 in fees and
said.
$8,500 restitution for damage done to
While being carried, Dick a Calloway Street apartment from Aprilclaimed to be having a heart attack, June 1999.
but continued smoking a cigarette
• Sentenced Steven Charles Jones.
while laying on the ground await- 43, address unknown, to a one-year
ing an ambulance. Youngblood term for amended second-degree wanreported."Pests at Murray:-Calloway ton 'endangerment and ordered a twoCOOnly Hospital
of a heart attack, the report said. also ordered to pay $97.75 in court
In other cases, Foust sentenced costs.
• Scheduled a May 2 trial date for
Joseph M. Beane, 24, of Beane Brian
Wayne Bass, 33, of Pottertown
Road, to five years for first-degree Road, who is charged with first-degree
criminal abuse. The sentence is to burglary, a Class B felony; secondbe served with prior sentences for degree assault, a Class C felony; three
flagrant non-support and felony counts of first-degree wanton endantheft and receiving stolen proper- germent. a Class D felony; and misdemeanor violation of an emergency
ty.
The abuse sentence stems from protective order. He allegedly broke into
a July 1998 incident in which doc- the Cypress Trail home where his extors found that his then-4-month- girlfriend was staying in December,
hit her sister with the barrel of a
old son had a broken left arm.
loaded shotgun and fired a shot into
The doctors diagnosed the break the home, narrowly missing two other
four days after the child had a people.
check-up - the pediatrician noticed
• Placed Betty Lamb. 50, of Hazel,
no injuries - and a day after the on five year's probation on the conchild had been exclusively in dition that she pay $52,400 restitution for 31 counts of second-degree
Beane's care.
The judge also handed down a forgery. Lamb was sentenced to five
five-year sentence to Everett Allen years on the charge for altering 68
Dedmon, 37, of South Third Street, checks made to her by the woman
she cared for, Effie Edwards of Hazel.
for amended second-degree PFO from December 1996 to August 1998.
in lieu of charges of first-degree
• Dismissed charges of secondtrafficking methamphetamine, sec- degree burglary and second-degree
ond-offense possession of drug criminal mischief against Christopher
paraphernalia and possession of Cox, 20, of South Fourth Street, on
a motion from the commonwealth's
marijuana.
As part of a plea agreement, attorney's office. The motion was based
Foust dismissed charges of intimidating a witness and assault.
Those charges stemmed from a
February 1999 incident in which
Dedmon and three other men
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
attacked and threatened to kill Jeremy Kirksey of South Fourth Street bill designed to forestall a sudden
because they believed he was an revenue loss for six growing couninformant for the Murray Police ties has been passed by the Kentucky Senate.
Department.
Each of the counties — Clark.
While serving an arrest warrant, city police found meth, mar- Knox, Marshall, Meade, Scott and
ijuana, scales and razors in Ded- Shelby — is expected to top 30,000
in population in the 2000 census.
mon's home.
In other cases, Foust:
A taxpayer's city fee is credit-

DISCOUNTS
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placed on it later this week.
Moore also said that there is
an eight-week review process
involved with all program proposals submitted to the CPE, meaning MSU's programs are still a
long way from approval.

III Budget ...•Prison ...

federal trust fund for highway construction, something that does not
man of the Senate Finance Com- set Well with lawmakers planning
mittee, has not made a decision the transportation budget, nor the
and will discuss the proposal with powerful highway lobby.
other lawmakers in the coming days,
Sen. Frank Murkowski, R-Alasan aide to the senator said Wednes- ka, another senator favoring the
day.
idea, said lost revenue could be
While it might be politically made up later when gas prices go
attractive, such a tax cut, even if down.
Meanwhile. Murkowski on
temporary, also ould take bilfrom the Wednesday used the brouhaha over
lions of dollar
-2high oil and gasoline prices to
once again push legislation that
would open up an environmentally sensitive Alaskan wildlife refuge
to oil drilling.
He long has argued that drilling
Ave.
Whitnell
1001
be conducted on the coastal
could
Murray, KY 42071-1040
plain of the Arctic National Wildlife
DEPARTMENT HEADS
Refuge in northern Alaska without harming wildlife or the area's
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
ecology.
His bill was introduced
Alice Rouse
General Mgr.
with
Senate
sponsors, but. its
31
Amy Wilson
Managing Editor
chances
of
bec.oming_law_thi.s
.year
AdverliSing Mgr.
Jim Green
are slim.
Kathy Wyatt
Classifieds Mgr
President Clinton previously has
Rita Boggess
Office Mgr.
‘etoed
legislation to drill for oil
Jett Duncan
Circulation Mgr
in the refuge.
READER INFORMATION
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt quickly issued a statement sayBusiness Hours
ing he strongly opposed oil develMon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
opment, in the refuge and that
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Clinton again would veto such legFax (270) 753-1927
islation.
"We've made it clear again and From Page 1
Subscription Rates
again. We will protect this last undeAll subscriptions payable in
view was to direct the money back
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
veloped fragment of America' arc
to counties where tobacco is most
Week
tic coastline.- Babbitt said.
important. When that debate came
1 month S6.5016 months S37.50
to a vote in the House on Wednes3 months S18.75I 1 year
575.00
day, the local interests won by a
vote of 62-37.
BY MAIL
1 YR. $98.00
"It was inappropriate to send
Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton. Hardin.
it all back there and it's just as
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky By
mail to other destinations. pnce is $435 00
inappropriate to leave it all here
per year
in Frankfort," said Rep. Joe BarEVENING
MIDDAY
Published Monday through Saturday
rows, D-Versailles, who tried to
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
every afternoon. except Sundays. July 4,
moderate a compromise between
4-9-7
3-4-8
Thanksgiving Day. Christmas Day and
the
two sides.
Pick
4
Pick
4:
New Years Day Penodicals postage paid
The plan approved by the House
8-7-8-7
at Murray. KY POSTMASTER Send
address changes to THE MURRAY
would direct one-third of the money
Cash 5:
LEDGER AND TIMES, PO Box 1040
1-4-17-31-32
expected next year — $48 milMurray KY 42071.1040
Lotto Kentucky
lion — to 118 counties. Two coun-,
MISS YOUR PAPER?
ties would get nothing at all while
2-11-21-29-33-38
Call the circulation dept. between
many would get just a few hun5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or 4:30dred or thousand dollars. Another
Sponsored by:
5 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
$48 million would go to a state
Murray Ledger 8 Times(USPS 308-7001
fund. The remainder would go to
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Press
Associated
Press,
Kentucky
the state fund, but have to go to
Association and Southern Newspapers
counties based on the same forPublishers Association. The Associated
Shell
Press is exclusively entitled tO news originatmula for programs directed by the
ed by Murray Ledger & Times
counties.
The county decisions would be
made by local farmers, with not
We can provide information and coverage for your
even the advice of the county
attorney. Oversight would come
only from a legislative committee
created for that purpose.
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ed against the county fee if the
county's population exceeds 30,000.
There is no credit, and a city
resident pays both fees, if the population is under 30,000 — an
apparently arbitrary cutoff that has
been an object of criticism for years.
The bill passed Wednesday,
under terms of an amendment by
Senate President David Williams,
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Bill suggests
breath-sensing
ignitions for
cars of repeat
DUI offenders

e is
icess
proleanill a

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Habitual drunken drivers would have
to start their engines by blowing
into a breath sensor under a bill the
Kentucky Senate passed Wednesday.
To keep driving on a hardship license, a repeat offender would be
required to install an "ignition interlock" device. The motor would
not start if the device sensed a
blood-alcohol content greater than
0.02 — one fifth the level at which
a driver is presumed intoxicated.
The bill by Sen. Bob Leeper, RPaducah, also would make it illegal
for anyone — passenger or driver
— to have an open container of an
alcoholic drink in a motor vehicle.
It currently is illegal only for drivers.
Kentucky stands to lose federal
highway money unless it passes
tougher laws against drunken driving. Leeper said the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
requires states to enact an opencontainer law and to devise a way
to immobilize a repeat offender's
vehicle.
Alternatives to the ignition interlock are impoundment of the vehicle or confiscation of license plates.
The interlock is the least burdensome of the three, Leeper said.
The bill passed 21-16 with a single Democrat — Sen. Tim Shaughnessy of Louisville — joining the
Senate's 20 Republicans.
The bill now goes to the House,
where a different version is pending. It would lower the 0.1 intoxication presumption limit to 0.08.
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The legislation is Senate Bill
298.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill passed by the House to move
primary elections away from
Memorial Day has been complicated by the Senate.
The original bill would set primaries a week earlier in May. But
the Senate, prodded by Senate
President David Williams, changed
it Wednesday to move all but presidential primaries to August.
Williams said that would give
the public ample time before a
legislative election to ponder what
the General Assembly had done
that year.
As it is, legislators do little
until the filing deadline lapses in
late January, minimizing the
chances of opposition.
"This legislative body,every year
we meet, is paralyzed until the
filing deadline is over," Williams
said in a floor speech.
If enacted,the change would take
effect in 2001. Its one immediate
effect was to lay bare the Senate's partisan division.
All 20 Republicans voted for
the bill. The 17 Democrats who
were present voted against it.
The same split — and the most
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Work shifts differ
for women,spouses

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
COURT TIME.. The Murray State University women's tennis team works on their baseline
shots recently during practice at the Bennie Purcell courts on Chestnut Street.

Panel revises workers'comp bill
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
House committee has revised Gov.
Paul Patton's workers' compensation bill to give more generous
benefits to injured employees.
The version approved Wednesday by the House Labor and Industry Committee would at least double payments for workers with permanent partial disabilities, said
Walt Turner, commissioner of the
state Department of Workers'
Claims.
The committee member who
successfully altered the payment
formula, allowing for higher benefits, said it would restore more fairness to injured workers without
harming business. Rep. Brent
Yonts, D-Greenville, said the
stricter workers' comp system created in 1996 had ruined lives by

Senate's election bill
seeks August primary
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argument — occurred on an
attempted Democratic amendment
to require legislators to resign if
they switch parties. It was aimed
at two former Democrats — Sens.
Dan Seum of Louisville and Bob
Leeper of Paducah — whose defections last summer gave the GOP
its first Senate majority.
The amendment's defeat was
preordained. Republicans agreed in
a caucus before going into session to close ranks. Williams told
his colleagues that Democrats"want
to build a Berlin wall" around
their party, "and people are dying
to get out."
On the Senate floor, Majority
Leader Dan Kelly said the amendment was a "sad commentary" on
Democrats.
Sen. Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexington. noted that candidacy papers
include a declaration that candidates
will support the parties in which
they seek office.
Kentucky's primary election is
on Tuesday after the fourth Mon
day in May.
The version passed by the House
would have election day follol•
the third Monday.

lowering benefits.
"The worker has been done in in
the last four years," Yonts said.
The higher benefits drew criticism from business. Tony Sholar,
with the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, said the most generous
benefits would go to those with
least-serious injuries, which make
up most of the workers' comp
cases.
Rep. Steve Nunn, R-Glasgow,
said the bill has good features to offer more assistance to injured
workers.
"We don't want to save money
on the backs of the truly injured
workers," Nunn said.
But Nunn warned other facets of
the bill would hurt small business.
Nunn also said many businesses
have taken advantage of lower

workers' comp costs to afford
health insurance for workers. He
said higher workers' comp expenses could force some businesses
to quit providing health insurance.
Turner estimated that the committee's version — with the higher
benefits — would raise workers'
comp costs by about 17 percent.
Patton's original proposal would
have raised those costs by about 8
percent.
But other committee members
said the higher benefits were justified, considering big savings
reaped by businesses.
"I don't think we're doing harm
to business," Yonts said.
(The legislation is House Bill
992).

WASHINGTON(AP)— Almost
half of working women who are
married or live with a partner are
seeing their significant other only
in passing because the two work
different shifts, an AFL-CIO poll
found.
In households with children
under age 18, women surveyed were
even more likely to say their work
hours differed from their spouses
— 51 percent, compared with 46
percent overall.
"If you can't afford child care,
then you work a different schedule than your husband," said Karen
Nussbaum, director of the AFLCIO's working women's department.
The labor federation released
the Jan. 6-11 telephone poll of
765 working women over age 18
today.
It is part of the AFL-CIO's efforts
to keep tabs on the priorities of
working Americans and mobilize
them to vote in this fall's elections. The labor federation has
endorsed Vice President Al Gore
and is also mounting a vigorous
campaign on behalf of pro-labor
congressional candidates, mostly
Democrats.
Women played a key role in helping Democrats keep the White
House and win more congressional
seats in 1996, with 54 percent
voting to re-elect President Clinton, compared with 43 percent of
men.
Gore is scheduled to address a
gathering of female union members, organized by the AFL-CIO,
in Chicago this weekend.
The AFL-CIO poll found that
working women share concerns
that other polling has shown to
be top priorities for men as well,
including improved health care and
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retirement security.
But women also highly ranked
better equal pay laws, improvements in child care and getting
family and medical leave laws
expanded to guarantee paid time
off.
Nussbaum said those concerns
seem to be "directly related to the
strains of balancing their work and
family" that are evident in the
reasons many women give for working different shifts from their spouses.
Some don't have a choice; 34
percent of women polled said they
have no say in their working hours.
But others, like Jennifer Dorsey,
31, are arranging work schedules'
opposite their husbands because
it's better than the alternatives of
expensive child tare or losing pay
when a child gets sick.
Dorsey, an assistant produce
manager at a Kroger supermarket
in Cincinnati, is on maternity leave
after giving birth to her first child.
She used to work days and spend
evenings with her husband, a carpenter whose outdoor jobs require
daylight.
However, when she goes back
to work, she said she plans to
request some evening shifts, likely 4 p.m. to midnight.
"I think that a couple of days
a week we're going to, have to
play the ... parents where one
comes and one goes because day
care is so expensive," said Dorsey.
The most recent Labor Department data, from 1997, showed 14
percent of American women and
19 percent of men working shifts
other than the most common daytime, weekday hours. But it did
not compare shifts of men and
women living in the same household.
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Feb. 28 - The American Press of Lake Charles,
La., on lobbyists putting squeeze on their own
firms:
The taxpayer/voter is seeing another revelation
in the world of big-time lobbying. Its practitioners. it appears. not only lobby sitting politicians.
they lobby their own employers for bigger bucks
and perks. ...
The leverage of lobbyists with their employers
surfaced recently when it was disclosed that special-interest groups spent $697 million to lobby
Congress and the federal agencies during the first
six months of 1999.
That's $116 million per month spent to influence the federal government, according to the report
by FEC Info, an Internet consulting firm that specializes in tracking political money. The amount is
similar to the $710 million spent on lobbying during the first six .. .ilisnths of 1998. ...
The numbers aren't startling. The unusual twist
to the matter was provided by the founder of FEC,
the firm that did the survey.
Lobbyists work on two groups, said the FEC
founder. They work on people who write the laws.
and they work on their own home offices, saying.
"Our competitors are spending this much on lobbying: we need to catch up with them."
The idea that the people who provide the money
for lobbying are also being taken in by their hired
arm-twisters doesn't provide us with much comfort. It simply shows that when the arm-twisters
get loose, even their keepers aren't safe.
Feb. 25 - The Providence (R.I.) Journal. on
Fox's "Who Wants to Marry a Multimillionaire?":
Western Civilization can breathe a little easier
now. After what has transpired, no one but a dunce
could look at Fox Network's "Who Wants to Marry
a Multimillionaire?" as anything but a mocking
satire of marriage and a wanton exhibition of greed,
demeaning to all involved.
As almost everyone now knows, the show pitted 50 women — drawn from thousands of applicants — against each other for the prizes of a
rich husband, a honeymoon. an Isuzu Trooper and
a $35,000 diamond ring.
The finalists had to offer their likes and dislikes, and parade before the "multimillionaire" in
bathing suits. Appraising them from the shadows,
he selected one of the prettier specimens. The
show concluded with an actual marriage on the

air, stripping the institution down to something
almost indistinguishable from a deal consummated
in a bordello. Indeed. it brought to mind the sardonic views of wedded bliss oft expressed by the
late H.L. Mencken. who once observed, "Love is
the delusion that one woman differs from another."
... The happy couple has now broken up and
will seek an annulment. The blushing bride, nurse
Darya Conger, observed, "I don't think I was thinking clearly." Maybe the dollar signs distracted her.
And what was America thinking when tens of
millions tuned in to this saturnalia of tackiness?
The human animal has always had an appetite for
watching abuse or humiliation, real .or depicted,
but we seem of late to be willing to abide any
degree of debasement in the name of entertainment. Still, the less-than-romantic outcome of this
"marriage" might gice us all pause.
'Then again, we see that actor Tom Arnold is
seeking a wift. via the Web. He's had 75,000
responses in the first two weeks.
Feb.26- The(Charleston,S.C.)Post and Courier, on Al Gore and the Confederate flag:
Vice President Al Gore continues to be highly
vocal in calling for the removal of the Confederate flag from the South Carolina Statehouse dome.
If achieving that goal is his aim, he should throw
his support behind Gov. Jim Hodges' proposal to
resolve the dispute.
Hodges threw his support behind the vice president last week, announcing ... that he was backing Gore's presidential bid. Gore praised Hodges'
leadership on the flag issue — but stopped short
of specifically endorsing the governor's compromise plan to take down that flag.
The vice president should take that crucial step
and follow his fellow Democrat's lead by advocating the governor's plan to place the flag at the
Wade Hampton statue. Though it stands on Statehouse grounds, that statue is not on the Capitol
steps, as the national NAACP has erroneously
charged. Nor is it at the front of the Statehouse
— the principal objection raised by anti-flag forces
against placing the flag at the Confederate Soldiers Monument. ...
Gore should use his bully pulpit to persuade
the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People to accept Hodges' reasonable compromise. ...

•

I can get as excited as anyone
over the ethical lapses of high
government officials, whether elected or appointed. In fact, as the
years pass and the Boptrot scandal that shook the General Assembly recedes in people's minds, it
is troubling that the state and
local-level ethics codes adopted
in the aftermath of Boptrot arehejng
undermined as provisions are weakened or eliminated altogether.
But I just can't get all that hot
and bothered over the issue of the
governor's Derby tickets.
Kentucky governors have been
using Derby tickets as economic
development tools and favors to
supporters and administration
friends for is long as movie stars
and would-be presidents have been
trooping to Churchill Downs the
first Saturday in May.
And Gov. Paul Patton is certainly not the exception.
After last year's Derby, a press
investigation found that Patton got
553 Kentucky Derby tickets and
that his office sold them at face
value mostly to political friends
and supporters and not simply the
CEOs of big corporations the state
was trying to lure to Kentucky as
officials suggested.
Actually, there were two things
about this I found surprising - the
number of tickets involved was
less than I would have guessed,
and I had always assumed the
tickets were given away free.
(That, of course, shows how
often I've been offered a gubernatorial seat at Churchill Downs.).
Anyway, the whole not-so-sordid -affair came out in the open
by fluke. It seems a Maryland veterinarian and horse trainer was charged
by Louisville police Derby Day
and hauled off to jail for trying
to scalp a Derby ticket that turned

ANALYSIS
TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
out to be one of those Patton's office
had-told.
No one to this day is saying
how the guy from Maryland got
the ticket and since last May he
spent enough on lawyers to buy
several tables on Millionaires' Row
before the whole thing was thrown
out of court. But the incident brought the
governor's Derby tickets into the
open, and the Executive Branch
Ethics Commission issued a ruling that Patton should not be
rewarding state officials and political supporters with scarce Derby
tickets even if they pay the face
value for them. Use of the tickets for economic development tools
is okay, the ruling said.
Loathe to give up the tickets,
the governor had House Majority
Floor Leader Greg Stumbo last
week amend a bill on ethics to
make it legal for the governor and
other executive branch officials to
sell tickets to sporting events,
which of course includes the Derby.
Obviously, the governor of the
commonwealth isn't going to show
up behind the ticket counter at
Churchill Downs, Keeneland, Rupp
Arena or Papa Johns Stadium.
But the amendment gives him
the ability to use tickets to big-time
sporting events as favors.
I would a whole lot rather the
governor - any governor - reward
his or her friends and supporters
with a seat at the Derby that they
pay for than, say, do the rewarding through contracts to pave state

highways or design state office
buildings or supply - state offices
with new furniture.
That kind of spoils system in
Kentucky politics and government
is even older than the Derby and
has'cost the taxpayers a whole lot
more than the scalper's value of
those 553 Derby tickets Patton's
people sold last year.
Rather than the governor's Derby
tickets. raising_my blood pressure,
I get angry over the use - abuse?
- of uniformed State Police officers as little more than chauffeurs
Derby weekend for official and
unofficial gubernatorial guests.
They clearly have better and
more important things to do, especially on a weekend when part of
the traditional celebration involves
imbibing a drink that is mostly bourbon and mint.
In fact, Derby night during the.
administration of one of Patton's
predecessors, I watched as the special train that takes invited gubernatorial guests from Frankfort to
Louisville and back disembarked
its well-lubricated passengers, and
a squad of State Police officers
helped them into cruisers to be taken
to their hotels.
At least the passengers themselves weren't behind the wheel,
but that kind of use of troopers I
find offensive, a whole lot more
so than selling them the tickets
in the first place

Unholy war in the GOP
When preachers of the Gospel
get down and dirty with the politicians, they can expect to be treated as, well, politicians.
Still, Sen. John McCain has
gone too far in denouncing Pat
Robertson and Jerry Falwell as
"agents of intolerance."
In fact, members of the religious and pagan left have been
the agents of intolerance - toward
unborn life and objective truth who have corroded culture beyond
our grandparents' recognition.
McCain said he wasn't criticizing
all religious conservatives,just Falwell and Robertson. The distinction will be lost on many.
What could have been on
McCain's mind when he launched
such a nuclear strike?
Surely it was an appeal to "moderate" Republicans in New York
and New England states with Super
Tuesday primaries on March 7.
Knowing that the country-club
Republicans have always been
embarrassed by religious rightists,
McCain, apparently thought that
attacking Robertson and Falwell
would gain him favor among this
constituency.
The hypocrisy overflows. Bob
Jones was denounced as an antiCatholic bigot (and by association
George W. Bush, who recently
appeared at Bob Jones University) , but no one called Ronald
Reagan and Bob Dole bigots for
having visited Jones' university.
McCain supporter Rep. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) holds an honorary degree from Bob Jones University. but McCain has not asked
him to give it back.
Race-baiting black preachers get
a free pass from the media. So
do liberal preachers who endorse
their favorite candidates and criticize politicians from their pulpits
- in violation of the left's sacred
"church-state separation," to say
nothing of the IRS Code.
McCain's attempt to divide his

party along religious lines mimics Christ. It is the way of James
President Clinton's successful Carville.
The unholy war within the
efforts at dividing the country along
Republican Party is becoming a
racial lines.
_ But McCain should know that free campaign commercial for
while his alienation of conserva- Democrats.
The Republicans are setting
tive Christian voters might help
him win over some "moderates," themselves up for major losses in
if he were to get the nomination November if they don't stop this
those same voters might stay at ,now.
Conservative Christians are
home, or vote for a third-party
candidate, thus guaranteeing the ignoring a warning issued 16 years
ago by former Nixon aide Charles
election of Al Gore.
We are viewing the casualties Colson.
In his book "Who Speaks for
from a 20-year culture war in
which highly visible preachers of God'?" Colson wrote: "It's easy to
a gospel and a kingdom that are become enthralled with access to
not of this world have tried to places of supposed power.
"In time, however, without even
have it both ways.
it, our well-intentioned
knowing
equivThey seek the spiritual
alent of conscientious-objector sta- attempts to influence government
tus, but are then surprised when can become so entangled with a
they are attacked for becoming com- particular political agenda that it
becomes our focus; our goal
batants in political warfare.
When criticized, they shout "big- becomes maintaining our political
otry," but what did they expect? access. When that happens, the
People who take their faith so gospel is held hostage to a politseriously that they seek to please ical agenda - and we become part
God before any human being, polit- of the very system we were seekical party or earthly enticement ing to change."
That warning is not only to
ought to be learning a valuable
Christian conservatives who tend
lesson.
This is what happens when what to vote Republican, but to their
is perceived to be the church is more liberal brethren whose funregarded as one more competitor damental message has been consumed in promises of redemption
for temporal power.
by the Democratic Party.
politits
loses
then
church
The
It is why a too-close associaical virginity and - instead of
sending a message that ultimately tion between religion and politics
betters not only individuals, but rarely causes damage to the state.
society as a whole - diminishes The damage is caused to the church,
itself by behaving like a spiritual because its primary message is
Teamsters Union, riding roughshod obscured in the rush to crown a
head of state instead of bowing
over all who get in its way.
This is not the way of Jesus before the King of Kings.
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Joe Brooks Coomer Sr.

Edwin Hawley Graves

111

Joe Brooks Coomer Sr., 63, Benton, died Tuesday, March 7, 2000,
Edwin Hawley Graves, 57, South 11th Street, Murray, died Wednesday, March 8, 2000, at 11:30 a.m. in the Critical Care Unit of Mur- at 8 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired tool and die maker for Vanderbilt Chemical, Murray, he
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired from the Tennessee Valley Authority. A veteran of was a member of South Marshall Baptist Church and of HardinVietnam War, he was a member of First Presbyterian Church, Mur- Berkley Lodge #567 of Free and Accepted Masons.
His father, Charlie Coomer, preceded him in death.
ray.
Survivors
include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Dexter Coomer; two
1942,
in
Born July 29,
Richmond, Va., he was the son of the late
daughters, Mrs. Carnetta Colson and Mrs. Deana Tubbs, and two sons,
Edwin H. Graves and Edith Gilman Graves.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alida McArthur Graves; two sons, Mike Coomer and Joe B. Coomer Jr., all of Benton; his mother, Mrs.
David Graves, Williamsburg, Va., and Jonathan Graves, Murray; one Ruth Henson West, Hardin; two sisters, Mrs. Maybell Greer, Hardin,
sister, Mrs. Courtney Layton and husband, Alvin, Charlotte, N.C.; one and Mrs. Ludell Phillips, Benton; two brothers, Bill Coomer, Benton,
and Kenneth Coomer, Calvert City; five grandchildren; six stepgrandbrother, John Graves, Baltimore, Md.
five stepgreat-grandchildren.
children;
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Howard Conner and the Rev.
George Snow will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Willie Mae' Dunigan, 82, Benton, died Wesday, March 8,
ONE OF THE BEST...Matt Clemson of Murray, a senior at
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thurs2000, at 4:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray High School, recently interviewed at Murray State
day). Masonic rites will be at 7 tonight at the funeral home.
A retired admissions clerk for the ASCS, U.S. Department of AgriUniversity for a Presidential Scholarship. He is the son of culture, she was a member of
Hardin Baptist Church and active in
‘
-••ts Se. •
Franklin and Cindy Clemson. Also pictured is Dr. Don Robertc_. the, Hardin Senior Citizens Program.
Inuestments Since 1854.
son, MSU vice president for student affairs. The four-yeg
Her husband, Howard D. Dunigan, one sister, Mrs. Verlene Thweatt,
Prices as
renewable scholarship is Murray State's most prestigious and one brother, :Toe Lee Lyles, preceded her in death. She was the
of 9.a.m.•
1124-2',.
award and covers the cost of tuition, room board and fees. daughter of the late Rollie L. Lyles and Delcie York Lyles.
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Ford Motor
343,
Schering-Plough
"It's a tragic thing for the city
do,responding to reports of a smoky
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General Electric
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house fire in a Memphis neigh- and for the families. The firemen,
General Motors
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police,
they
Goodrich
put their lives on the
borhood.
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20'.+1. Time Warner
Goodyear
But when they arrived Wednes- line a lot but they don't expect
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HopFed Bank*
11 B 111,A Union Planters
day afternoon, witnesses said, a man to be shot at the scene of a burn.6 Yr. Limited Warranty
17.
UST
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IBM
•24-Month Free Replacement
came out of the garage firing a ing house," President Clinton said
475,.. 1
Wal-Mart
Ingersoll Rand
•24-Hour Roadside Assistance
shotgun and shouting, "Get away! on CNN.
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
'Smooth, Quiet Ride
Lerma and Pvt. William BlakeGet away!" By the time the attack
unc - pnce unchanged
Ale
was over, two firefighters and a more, 48, were killed. Sheriff's
NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE
Hilliard Lyons
sheriff's deputy were dead. The Deputy Rupert Peete, 45, was shot
HI
WARD
Court Square
body of a fourth victim, report- in his patrol car as he responded
MINS
Murray, KY 42071
SINCE 1854
edly the suspect's new wife, was to the report of the shooting,
270-753-3366
authorities said. His car crashed
found in the garage.
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111
Our Best Investment Is You.
The suspect is Fred Williams, through a fence and ended up next
I.
J J B H,iiiard. W.L Lyons Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC
a 41-year-old Memphis firefight- to the house.
Memphis police then arrived
er. He was wounded in the ambush
and was in critical condition early and tried to get the gunman to
today at a hospital. He was also put down his weapon. When he
refused, "one of our officers got
under arrest.
"We don't expect this," said
Fire Chief H.J. Pickett. "We're into a gun battle and the suspect
here to fight flies. You want to was shot," Crews said.
1
A bystander, wounded during
say it's part of the job, but it's
the gunfire, was in satisfactory
not."
One of the victims - fire- condition.
Williams did not live in the
fighter Lt. Javier Lerma, 41 - is
home
and his relationship to the
the son of a Memphis firefighter
woman
found dead in the garage
who died battling a blaze in 1977.
J.C. Fleming, deputy director was unclear, Crews said. Authorof the fire department, said Williams ities also were uncertain how she
was killed and whether the fire
did not work at the same station
as the men who were killed, but was set to cover her death.
The Commercial Appeal and
they probably knew each other.
The
New York Times both reportYour
Your
A group of firemen clutched each
Shoulder Seed Sower
other in a tight embrace and wept ed today that the woman was
Choice
Choice
Stacey
Williams,
32,
the
'Hip
support, hand grip, adjustable shoulder
suspect's
after the fire was put out. One
new
wife.
strap
Citing
police
records,
solemnly placed his helmet on top
*Long lasting metal gears
stAl
of the body bag of one of his co- the Memphis newspaper also report!irATE1+1111.11l,IAIES'.1M
'Heavy
canvas hopper
ed
that
Williams
had been arrestworkers.
ed
in
October
following
a
domesWilliams had returned to work
25.95
#102-32013
this week after an extended leave tic disturbance involving the two.
A court date on the case had
on disability, Police Director Walter Crews said. Pickett wouldn't dis- been set for March 16.
Your
Herman
Harrison,
Mrs.
cuss the man's work history or a
,.c3=seano___
Williams' former husband, said she
Choice
possible motive.
Organic Humus ItICLUNIBea Hardwood
Neighbors had reported seeing and the suspect were married about
Top Soil
Pine Bark Mulch
'Durable plastic
#102-95086
smoke coming from the house and three weeks ago. He told the Times
#102-95085
#102-95078
Mulch
alerted Williams, but he said every- that the relationship was not work5 gal. Gas Can #070-01635
thing was fine, according to author- ing out.
Blue Denim High #102-95075
5 gal. Diesel Can #070-01639

Mrs. Willie. Mae Dunigan
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Firefighter arrested
in house fire ambush
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Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?
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Back Bib Overall

Baby products war set to begin
NEW YORK (AP)- The king
of baby food is taking on the
giant of baby care.
Gerber and Johnson & Johnson - the two most recognized
names in baby needs - are going
head to head for the first time
today as Gerber Products Co.
launches a line of powders, oils
and other toiletries for infants and

•100% cotton • Unlined
-Rule & oiler pocket
*Hammer loop• Pencil pocket
'Button side closures•
Adjustable should straps

toddlers.
In all, Summit, N.J.-based Gerber has developed 14 new baby
products, including shampoos, diaper rash ointment and vitamin drops.
The most unique items in Gerber's new assortment are an applebanana flavored tooth and gum
cleaner and a lavender-scented baby
wash.

Announcing

W

elfrne of Paducah is
pleased to announce they are the
authorized distributor for Murray
and Calloway County.

se//one
vvE R 50NEARS
An American Company
New Better Hearing
Through Professional Care

24.95

S067-00713

STATESMAN II
1 gal. Sprayer

*Brass wand with adjustable nozzle
'Funnel top reduces spillage

Drop Spreader
.20 in. drop width
.8 in. poly wheels
#102-32017

Fieldmaster
Model #500-1

110 gal. Tube-Top Stock
Tank

•110-120v, charges up to 15
miles of fence
'Shocks through wet weeds
& brush

.22 ga. galvanized steel side wall
.20 ga. double-locked soldered seam
bottom with drain plug

12 ft. Tubular Steel Gate

#100-24450

•

<10

Our
Insect & Price

39.95

Grub
Control

Motto High-Tensile Field Fence

#102-37289

.ASTM class Ill zinc coating
'
Does same job as conventional fence with heavier gauge filler wires

es•

74.95

#081-25191

5995 ..

'Latch chain & 2 lag bolts included
'Double welded/braced
#100-28000

No Sharp
Corners

89.95

#100-24339

109.95

1E4.

28.95

•1 pc poly trough

.8 ft. - 10 ft. spread width
100 lb.
'Pneumatic tires
'Rustproof hopper
capacity

Immo

15.99

#102-40078

10 ft. Galvanized Feed Bunk

Heavy Duty
Push-Type
Broadcast
Spreader

#103-22895

1131,
31nr)

55 lb.
capacity

Rlatasman

q99

s
200
Rebate

Final
Cost
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Murray Service Center
Calloway Inn Hwy.641 S., Murray
Service Center Will
Be Open Every Friday
9 a.m. til 1 p.m.
918 Broadway • Paducah, Ky.• 270-443-4594
Monday-lr
• 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

939-6-14

60.95

#081-11604

SOUTHERN
STATES

'Lund $6 per household

Treats up to 5,000 sq. ft.

110 East Sycamore • Murray, KY
(270) 753-1423
Av.from Calloway County Animal Shelly,

.
,
• •N

VISIT US ON THE WEB: www.southernstates-coop.com
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Another of the wonderful programs of Playhouse in the Park
presented tonight, Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. This
.is the "Guys and Dolls Jr.," a classic musical with a new feel.
This production will give you a look into the lives of colorful
New York City mobster types, but the roles will all be played
by kids, according to Michael Dunnagan, artistic director of
Playhouse in the Park.
Comments of those who have seen all or a part of the production say it is "outstanding" with the acting and singing of
some of the cast members including Ryan Noland, Addie Erwin,
Robbie Hopkins, Heidi van Ameringen.
Sold out crowds were reported last week. Shows will be at
8 p.m. tonight, Friday and Saturday. For reservations call 7591752.

„rin ,tie

CALLOWAY DONATION - Brenda Call, right, presents a donation from the Kiwanis elub of Murray to Josh Smith, senior at Calloway County High School, for the Project Graduation 2000.

RECEIVES AWARD - Sarah Oliver, left, accepts a check as
part of her Al Crabb Award by KCTE from Angela Hilterbrand.

North teacher gets award
Sarah Oliver, a Title One read- for many years as KCTE's execing teacher at North Calloway utive secretary.
Ogden (Ted) Brown, co-direcCounty Elementary School and
1999 Purchase Area Writing Pro- tor of the Purchase Area Writing
iect fellow, receiVed tlie Al Crabb Project, nominated Oliver.
Award at the recent Kentucky
As the Al Crabb recipient, OlivCouncil Teachers. of English/Lan- er also will receive 55000 from
guage Arts (KCTEi conference in Prentice-Hall to attend the NCTE
Lexington.
. 2000 conference in
The award is given annually to
Wis.
a Kentucky- teacher with a maxiOliver is the daughter of Ronmum of three years teaching expeand Wanda Walker. She is a
nie
rience.
graduate Of Calloway Coun1993
This award honors Al Crabh, a
School and a 1997 gradHigh
ty
retired English professor at the
State 1"tu‘ersity.
served
Murray
of
ho
uate
w
'nix ersoN, of Kentucky

Group plans event
MURRAY DONATION - Brenda Call, left, presents a donation from the Kiwanis Club of Murray to Lindsay Lawson.
senior at Murray High School. for the Project Graduation
2000.
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MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS
Lariat Leather Additions
.Men & Wooten Hardsete

CAIS41
4721uthentic

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

.2)elicious

RAILROAD DINING CAR FOOD
irier.
Etili-csaci
T
RAN
TJ
ICA
EtJE
Sunday
Dinner 4-7:30 pm • Thursday
SUNDAY Open At 10 am • BREAKFAST BUFFET
State Route 80, Hardin, KY • 437-4200

Seeking Business Partners
GALA X le

Booming Internet Income!
Profit by offering Internet Service
in your community
We will make your company or school an ISP.
Galaxy handles all equipment,customer sign up, and billing.
You simply lend your "brand" and marketing services.

Excellent Residual Income!
Call Today!
Partner Program
317-802-3985 ext.116
http.iihome.gaiaigymter•
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Theatres.
1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

•
•
•
•

•
.My Dog Skip
•
•PG - 1:00 - 3:00 - 7:00 - 9:00 •
:What Planet Are You From:
•R - 1:10 - 3:30 - 7:10 - 9: 0•
The Next Best Thing •
'
•
•
•PG13 - 1:15 - 3:40 - 7.15 - 9:40 •
Reindeer Games •
•
•
•
•R - 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:25 - 9:35 •
•
•
•The Whole Nine Yards •
•R - 1:05 - 3:20 - 7:05 - 9:20 •
•
:Hanging Up
•
•
•PG13 - 7:00 - 9:00
•
•
•
•Snow Day
1 PG - 1:25 - 3:25 - 7:25 - 9:25 "
'
.
•
•The Tigger Movie •
•
•
.G - 1:20 - 3:10
•
••••••••••••••
• Program Information •
•
Call 753-3314
•
••••••••••••••

in an t%pe of ballroom dancing,
they keep it simple enough for
beginners. hut interesting for those
with more experience. They offer
several mixer dances thot make it
a lot of -fun.
The event will he at Paducah
Dance Academy's in Ross-Mann
Hall, 6650 Cairo Rd., located two
miles west of Interstate 24 exit three
on Kentucky 305/Old Cairo Road.
Admission will be 510. Refreshments and finger foods will be
provided. No alcoholic beverages
will be allowed. Carpooling is
suggested because of limited parking. Dress will be dressy-casual
with formal dress optional: RossMann Hall is a smoke free facility. No childcare will be available.
Singles ACCESS (area Christians coordinating, encouraging and
service singles i is a non-profit interdenominational group of, by. and
for singles.
For more information call 1-270442-7755 or 1-270-362-4853.

THE IRON PLACE
furniture & Pottery
Open 2nd Weekend
Each Month
New Hours:
Fri., March 10th 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., March 11th 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun., March 12th 2 p.m.-4 p.m.
Wholesale Prices
llwy. 79 A.. tarn
right at Trallingtr% 1111(1
and garage 1)1(11,%.
On Lal.i.way Calif
Pari%.
901-M04-2549

,

nnt.

13...TT&

3 POP Mailboxes
5 Meg Nornepege

1-888-291-6221

Friends and coworkers of the late Terry Caldwell at Ryan Foods
have chosen to honor Terry by establishing an education fund for
Brian Caldwell in memory of his dad. Donations may be sent to
Murray Bank, 1000 Whitnell St., Murray, KY 42071, attention Jerry
Smith.

KWW dinner is Monday

Kentucky's Western Waterland annual dinner and auction will be
Monday at Lake Barkley State Resort Park convention center. Ann
Christensen, LBUU.S. Forest and Bob Arnold, Kentucky local government commissioner, will be guest speakers. Reception will begin
,at 6 p.m. followed by dinner at 7 p.m. A live auction will follow
the dinner. For reservations or information call KWW office at 1270-928-4411.

Discipline committee is meeting
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
Disciple Committee is meeting today (Thursday) at 12:15 p.m. at
the school.
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West View plans activities
Special activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home
include devotion with the Rev. Jim Simmons at 10 a.m. and Johnny Appleseed Day at 2 p.m. Friday; Trivia Handouts at 10 a.m.
and movie at 1:30 p.m. Saturday; Sunday School at 9:45 a.m. and
Bethel/Brooks Chapel United Methodist Churches service at 2:30
p.m. Sunday; Country Music Hour at 10 a.m. and Chocolate Day
2 p.m. Monday.

Singles (SOS) plans events

lai

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will go bowling at Corvette
Lanes Friday at 6 p.m., and have a potluck at the home of Robert
French in Big Sandy, Tenn., on Saturday. The SOS is a support
group for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married.
For information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-2477754.
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Prayer hour on Friday

Al
ed
fat
er

The community prayer hour will be Friday at 11 a.m, at Greater
Hope Missionary Baptist Church, 711 South Fourth St.. Murra),
This is open to all interested persons.

Smoking Cessation class planned

Callov.ay County Health Center will sponsor "Cooper/Clayton
Smoking Cessation" classes starting April. This effective smoking
cessation Method addresses all aspects of smoking and focuses on
nicotine replacement by utilizing nicotine gum or patches. This 13week education program will begin April 6. Pre-registration is
required. For more information call the center at 752-3381 and ask
for Jeri Miller or Debbie Davis.
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The WMU of Grace Baptist Church will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. in the fellowship house of the church. The program will focus on the Week of Prayer for North American Missions. Hostesses will be Rubye Jackson and Imogene Herndon.
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Computer course scheduled
Members of PrimeLife of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
be offered free a Computer 101 class by Andy Adams, MCCH
information systems director, on Tuesday from 10 a.m. to noon.
this seminar will cover the basics about computer software and
will touch on Internet usage. Space is limited so call 762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590.

Music contest scheduled

have a woodMusic Deparment of Murray Woman's Club will
and high
middle
for
contest
brass
and
wind, string, percussion
awarded.
be
will
school students on April 18. A monetary prize
in
available
are
forms
The deadline for entries is April 12. Entry
directors.
band
the
the school offices and from
be April I
The Little Miss and Mister Tater Day pageant will
0 through
ages
Girls,
at the Benton Chambers memorial gymnasium.
The pagcompete.
may
months
35
7. and boys, ages 0 through
call
information
For
Club.
Kiwanis
the
by
sored
co-spon
eant is
1-270-527at
Cothran
Laurie Travis at 1-270-395-8123 or Kern
9370.

New Spring Shoes
and Merchandise
Arriving Daily at
Great Low Prices!

HEEL'S

Grace WMU will meet

Tater Day pageant scheduled
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net

Internet Access
Seir$11•Petered
IMMO Aicess

Westvm Kentucky and Southern Illinois Singles ate in‘ited to
an evening of ballroom dahcing
instruction and a dance on March
18. sponsored hy Singles ACCESS
Christian Sing.les.
The e%ent will start at 7 .p.m.
with an hour of ballroom dancing instruction. followed by a
dance until 11 p.m.
Instructors. will make it easy
tor ansone to learn as they go.
ne‘er participated
1-.‘en

Education fund being established

Celebrate Spring With A Stylish
New Look By Nail Tech &
Hair Designer Tina Cook.

cir

767-9500
1206 B
Stadium
NEW
w .
VieDr.
IMAGE Murray, KY1111

Call Today'

wornon's &lois..8.acc•osoriets

605 South 12th St. • Southside Manor Shopping Center
7S3-0100
Mon.-Sat. 10-5

offer codelfG1-0464-1009-0000
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BIRTHS
Nicole Ashlynn Parker
Mr. and Mrs. lames Darren Parker of 1146 Turner Rd., Murray,
are the parents of a daughter, Nicole Ashlynn Parker, born on Wednesday, Feb. 23, 2000, at 6:08 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 10 ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former Elaine Keel. A sister is Kennady Shae,
2.
Grandparents are Kenneth Keel and the late Doris V. Keel of Dexter, Carolyn Parker of Murray, and Darrell and Susan Parker of Murray.

Anna Katherine Kutz
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SPECIAL COWBOY - Dennis Merrell, left, formerly of Calloway County, is pictured with Country Music Star George
Strait. Merrell loaned Strait his horse to ride in the movie,
"Pure Country," being filmed in Lewisville, Texas.
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Former resident
enjoys rodeo career

Emilee Dale and Kevin Garrett

Dale and Garrett vows
will be said on June 10
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Dale of Mayfield announce the engagement and
forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Emilee Odette Dale, to Kevin
Michael Garrett, son of Dr. and Mrs. *Glen Garrett of Paris, Tenn.
Miss Dale is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Dale of
Blackwell, Okla.. and of Mrs. Jack Donathan of Siloam Springs, Ark.,
and the late Dr. Jack Donathan.
Mr. Garrett is tlje grandson of Virgil Garrett and the late Mrs. Garrett, and of Mrs. Fred McCollum and the late Mr. McCollum, all of
Paris, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Henry County High School, Paris,
Tenn., and is a senior majoring in music at Murray State University.
She teaches private piano lessons and is employed as pianist at Kirksey United Methodist Church.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Henry County High School, Paris,
and is a senior majoring in biology and chemistry at Murray State
University.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, June 10, 2000,
at 7 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Parker living descendants
being sought for memorial
Richard Mendelson, base chaplain for the United States Submarine
Veterans Inc. has written endeavoring to find any living descendants of Timothy A. Parker, ensign,
U.S. Navy, whose father was J.A.
Parker from Murray.
A local newspaper article dated
April 1, 1915, says "Parker attend7
ed the Naval Academy, and his
father was J.A. Parker, his brother was J.T. Parker and his sister
was Elizabeth Parker."
Parker was serving on the U.S.
submarine F-4 (SS-23) when it
sunk in 51 fathoms of water, I
1/2 miles from harbor during
maneuvers off Honolulu on March
25, 1919.
Despite valorous efforts of naval
authorities at Honolulu to locate
the missing boat and save her
crew, all 21 officers and crewmembers died. This was the first submarine disaster in United States
history.
Mendelson said of the 21 dead,
17 were unidentified and interned
in four caskets at Arlington Nation-

al Cemetery, Arlington, Va. A common headstone usually identifying
one person was placed to show
the final resting place for all 17
men.
On May 28, 2000, the U.S.
Submarine Veterans will have a
formal memorial service to pay
respect to all submariners who
paid the ultimate price to preserve
our country and way of life.
Mendelson said "these men have
been waiting 85 years for someone to acknowledge their sacrifice and we need your help. We
would like to find a living descendant to participate in the ceremony at Arlington. We are also in
the process of having a new and
more appropriate headstone made
to honor all shipmates of the USS
F-4."
Anyone having any information
write to Richard B. Mendelson,
5901 Montrose Rd., Suite N-805,
Rockville, MD 20852; or call 1301-231-5256, home,or 1-301-9474500, work.

Dennis Merrell, son of Hyburnia Merrell of Murray, continues
with his career in rodeo in Texas.
Merrell was recently featured
in a rodeo which was televised
nationally and seen in this area.
Merrell who moved to Texas,
from his birthplace in Calloway
County, in 1956, started riding
horses at an early age and has
found his love for the animals a
constant in his life ever sipce.
"I got away from it for a little while, but it seemed to be
thing I loved and the one thing I
had some talent at," Merrell said.
Merrell attended Calloway
County High School but graduated from South Garland High School
in 1971 and enrolled at Tarleton
State University, living mostly in
the suburbs of Dallas before moving to Alvarado, Texas.
The former Calloway man started training horse for money when
he was 13. He said "I learned
pretty early on that as long as I
could ride a horse, I wasn't going
to starve. I've done whatever I could
to earn a living on a horse." Mer-
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+ Unique Picture Frames •Wood Boxes
•Accent Plates
•Area Rugs
•Pictures
•Lamps
•Mirrors
•Magazine Racks

Excluding any other promotions or sales.
This ad takes precedence over all other printed material
418 Main St., Murray, KY
Mon.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.• Sat. 10-2 p.m.
(270) 767-9596

BLOCK BUILDING - Laura
Scarborough stands by her
block building she made during the after school class at
Montessori Discovery School.
Laura enjoys spending her
free time being artistic and
Creative.

BIRTHDAY EVENT - Madison
Houck celebrated her fourth
birthday at Montessori Discovery School with the traditional "Celebration of Life"
circle. Students at Montessori enjoy making their time
line and walking around the
candle with the globe of the
earth.
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fling Hills
arser
HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

FREE
Herb
Seminar

Nuthoriied IRS rfile Provider

Saturday,
March 18
10:00 a.m.

Page
Bookkeeping &
Tax Service

Join us for free
information and
refreshments.

71
(FORSYTHIA
Do NOT FORGET TO:
• Fertilize with Nursery Special
• Apply Preen to prevent weeds
• Use Dormant Oil Spray to control insects
• Replenish Mulch

Winter
Honeysuckle

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
WATS

4

TERM

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

5.15%

1000

9 Months

5.50%

$1000

12 Months

6.00%

$500

15 Months

6.60%

$500

18 Months

6.25%

$500

Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
March 8, 2000.

Serving Murray-Calloway Count)
Since 1934
MUM MC

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story •
r Money Market • 767-BANK

25% Off
1.
11.1.4rel API

**110•0111~kattlawaw••--

""•,-

Open: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m

.:•"'"r"1•0e.••••"•—•-•
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You have an opportunity
to make a BIG
difference...
one child at a time.
Please give when asked!

206 South 6th Street
Murray, Kentucky Phone: 753-8107
e-mail: pageta prodigy.net

Cameron Seth Burkeen
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bu een of 163 West Grove Dr., Murray, are
the parents of a son, Cameron Seth Burkeen, born Monday, Dec. 13,
1999.
The baby werghed seven pounds 13 ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former Rita Evitts. A brother is Aaron Joseph
Burkeen.
Grandparents are Mrs. Virginia Burkeen and the late Aaron Burkeen of Almo and of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Evitts of Lynnville.

$5 off your next purchase of$25 or
more during the month of March when
you mention this ad to Kathy or Mitzi.

Buddy
Campaign
2000

Get your refund in half the
usual time...
or even faster with
Direct Deposit

rell said he especially remembered
loaning his horse to country music
star George Strait for the filming
of the movie, "Pure Country," in
Lewisville, Texas.
Merrell was trail boss for a
posse of Fort Worth's herd of 15
longhorn steers last year. He directed the hands who help drive, herd
and care for the steers Fort Worth
housed in the historic stockyards,
as well as educating tourists and
students about the history of the
Chisholm Trail and the cattle culture of Fort Worth.
The posse crew drove the steers
from their corrals in the stockyards to a grazing area alongside
the Trinity River, where tourists
were able to watch the steers graze
and the cowboys work.
Merrell was featured in many
newspaper stories about the Fort
Worth herd and was also featured
in a story wriiten by Judy Hill
Nelson in "Fort Worth. Texas."
the city's magazine.
His mother said "he always loved
horses and I am so proud he excels
in the work he prefers."

Mr. and Mrs. Shawn Kutz of Glen Carbon, Ill., are the parents of
a daughter, Anna Katherine Kutz, born Saturday, Feb. 12, 2000, at
10:16 a.m. at a hospital there.
The baby weighed seven pounds four ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Karen Conley.
Grandparents are Michael and Nancy Conley of Murray and John
and Donna Kutz of Glen Carbon, Ill.
Great-grandparents are B.A. Conley and Alta Conley of Alvaton.
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Lady Tigers
survive 37-34

Racers
lobby for
trip to
postseason
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
There's some considerable lobbying going on at Murray State these days. But it has nothing to do with the
recent presidential primaries,
MSU athletic officials are doing their best impersonation of a political candidate, campaigning to get a postseason berth for the Racer basketball team.
The Racers (23-9) saw their dream of an NCAA Tournament berth all but go up in smoke with a 67-56 loss
to Southeast Missouri State in last Sunday's Ohio Valley Conference tournament championship game.
With its chances of an at-large bid to the NCAAs virtually non-existent, Murray has focused its attention on
getting a spot in the National Invitation Tournament.
"We've already sent the packet in," said Murray State
athletic director E. W. Dennison. "We also sent in a
marketing package with it, and we've had discussions
with them about the possibilities ... I feel pretty positive about the way they talked."
Racer head coach Tevester Anderson said his squad is
anxious to put on their uniforms again.
."Our team wants to keep playing, our staff wants us
to play and I think our fans want us to keep going." he
noted. "We feel pretty good about our chances. But we'll
just have to wait and see."
According to Dennison, the NIT looks for potential
suitors who will draw well at the box office.
"The whole purpose of that tournament is to make a
profit," he explained. "They have intentions on making
_money. So they want to pair -you._ up -with someone in
your region. That way, your travel budget is not very
expensive."
The NIT also looks at schedules and RPI rankings to
determine its tournament field.
Murray would appear to be a solid candidate based
on its schedule - which included wins over highly-rated
teams such as Detroit, Valparaiso and Rutgers. The Racers also faced Big Ten power Purdue, a lock for a berth
in the NCAA Tournament.
MSU's RPI rating currently stands in the low 80s.
"We've played one of the toughest schedules in school
history," Dennison said. "We've had some losses that
have killed us, but we've also had some losses that will
help. There is such a thing as a quality loss."
NIT director Jack Powers agreed that Murray State's
chances for a tournament bid were good.
"They are one of the teams that we've been followSee Page 9

SCOTT NANNEY'Ledger & TImes pnoto
GOAL-DEN OPPORTUNITY...Murray High senior center Whitney Ray
puts up a shot over Fulton County's Kassie Lane during MHS' 37-34
win Wednesday in the first round of the Region I Tournament.

•

Lady Tigers 37
Fulton County 34
Murray High
10 16 25-37
Fulton County
8 15 22-34
Murray(37)- Lawson 11, King 10, Ray
8, Alexander 6
- , Dunn 2, Starks, Tripp,
Thompson. FG: 15-32. 3-point FG: 0-5.
FT: 7-8. Rebounds: 22. Record: 24-6.
Fulton County (34)- Smith 12, Turner
12, Sensing 8, Lane 2, Couch, Dean,
Goodman, Johnson. FG: 15-43. 3-polnt
FG: 1-4 (Turner). FT: 3-4. Rebounds:
12. Record: 18-10.
ness to steal the ball from Lawson and convert a layup on the
other end. It was only a 35-34
MHS lead with 34 seconds left.
The Murray lead stood at three
after Whitney Ray connected on
a pair of free throws with 5.7
ticks showing on the clock. Fulton County worked the ball to
mid-court and called timeout to
set up the final play with just
three seconds to go.
On the inbounds play, guard
Jamie Turner hit Smith with a
pass and sprinted toward the 3point line, where she took the
return pass and launched a potential game-tying shot.
But the shot bounced off the
back of the rim, giving the Lady
Tigers a narrow win.
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Auburn's Porter remains ineligible
AUBURN,Ala.(AP)— The NCAA
has refused to restore the eligibility
of Auburn star Chris Porter, who said
he took $2,500 to help his mother
without realizing it was being routed
from ast .agent.
The university was preparing an
appeal Wednesday in hopes that the
senior forward can return to the team
for the postseason, athletic director
David House! said.
"We expect the process to be completed by the end of the week," Housel
,said. "We still remain hopeful."
The next step is to appeal to a
reinstatement subcommittee made up
of five officials from other NCAA
institutions.
"I don't know how quickly they

can get it turned around." said Mark ment. "I am hoping that cooperating
Richard, Auburn's director of com- (with the investigation) will allow me
pliance. "Going into this, we knew to play again."
we were up against a tough situaPorter was suspended before the
tion."
Tigers' game at Florida on Feb. 27
Porter, a preseason AP All-Amer- after he admitted taking $2,500. He
ican, was one of 22 finalists Tues- said it was to keep his mother from
day for the John R. Wooden Award being evicted.
given to the nation's top player. He
According to news reports, Porter
was averaging 14.6 points, 7.3 rebounds got the $2,500 after a meeting with
and 2.0 steals.
Nate Cebrun of Las Vegas, a midAuburn (21-8)is 0-3 during Porter's dleman for sports agents. An invessuspension and plays Friday in the tigation determined Cebrun was workSoutheastern Conference tournament. ing for a registered sports agent when
The Tigers expect to be invited to he had the money sent to Porter
the NCAA tournament, and Porter through a money order to an Auburn
still hopes to join them.
grocery store.
"I am obviously disappointed with
The name of the sports agent has
the ruling," he said in a written state- not been disclosed.

Mavericks waive
Rodman bye-bye
By JAIME ARON
AP Sports Writer
• DALLAS (AP) — Now that
Dennis Rodman's tenure with the
Dallas Mavericks is over, there's
a good chance his NBA career is
finished, too.
The Mays released their biggest
drawing card Wednesday as soon
as he became their biggest pain.
Comments critical of owner-inwaiting Mark Cuban might have
been the last straw.
Rodman, who turns 39 in May,
is likely to remain out of work
the rest of this season. Even if a
team wanted him, he wouldn't be
eligible for the playoffs.
He might not find any takers
next season, either. Dallas was probably the last team willing to take
a chance on him, mainly because
the Mavericks needed the attention he draws as much as the
rebounds he grabs.
Any would-be employers will
surely note that Rodman lasted 29
days in Dallas and 48 with his
previous team, the Los Angeles
Lakers.
The Mavericks insisted they
signed Rodman to help them close

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Survival is sometimes all you
can ask for in postseason basketball. And that's exactly what the
Murray-High Lady Tigers did
Wednesday night.
The Lady Tigers (24-6) played
into the hands of rival Fulton
County's spread offense, but managed to stave off the Lady Pilots
for a 37-34 victory in the first
round of the girls' Region I Tournament at the Regional Special
Events Center.
Murray now advances to a
regional semifinal game against
neighboring Graves County, a 6734 winner over Heath in Wednesday's first contest. Game time is
6 p.m. Monday.
"We're fortunate to get this win
because they're a prime-time team,"
said Lady Tiger head coach
Rechelle Cadwell. "They're so athletic, and they play well together."
Fulton County (18-10) played
its way into an opportunity to win
the game, trailing only 35-32 after
a layup by Murray's Lindsay Lawson with 1:56 remaining in the
game.
Down by the same margin with
under a minute to play, Lady Pilot
guard Annie Smith used her quick-

Auburn filed a report Monday with
the NCAA recommending a four-game
penalty, which would run through the
first game of the SEC tournament.
If the NCAA had reinstated Porter,
he would have been eligible as soon
as he repaid the $2,500. Richard said
he could not comment Wednesday on
whether the money has been paid
back.
He said the NCAA's reinstatement
staff makes its decision based on
precedent.
NCAA spokeswoman Jane Jankowski said the subcommittee typically
tries to expedite matters when a student-athlete is missing games.
"They will meet as quickly as their
schedules will permit," she said.
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Braves lose Smoltz
to elbow surgery

an eight-game gap for the last
playoff spot in the West. Dallas
went 4-9 since he started playing
Feb. 9, falling to 10 1/2 games
back, which Cuban said was the
reason he was released.
"If we were three games out
of a playoff position, we would
not be releasing him," Cuban said.
"This has to do with creating playing time for the younger guys and
creating continuity for next year.
We just didn't think it would serve
Dennis or the Mays well if we
just sat him down and didn't play
him."
The Internet billionaire thought
Dallas would be different for Dennis. Cuban was willing tó let ROdman skip practices and arrive for
games later than teammates. He
even rented out his guest house
to Rodman.
Buddying up to the league's
biggest thorn jeopardized Cuban's
pending approval as an owner; he
had to answer questions about it
at the league office last week.
Rodman showed his appreciation by turning on his newest

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
KISSIMMEE, Fla. (AP) —
When John Smoltz heard the news,
he swallowed hard. His season
was over before opening day.
"It's what every pitcher fears,"
the Atlanta ace said Wednesday.
"But I guess it was inevitable."
Smoltz's tender right elbow,
which has sent him to the disabled list four times in the last
two years, has a 'torn ligament
and needs transplant surgery.
"It was pretty painful," said
Smoltz, who lasted only 1 2-3
innings Sunday in his lone exhibition outing. "The last few days
have been the worst for me. I
knew what I had to do."
The injury is sure to shake up
the Braves' Big Three rotation and
jeopardize Atlanta's chances for a
return trip to the World Series.
And it was another startling
spring setback for the NL chamOUCH...Atlanta Braves AllStar pitcher John Smoltz will
miss the 2000 season after
having surgery March 23 on
his right elbow.

•See Page 9
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pions, who last year lost slugger
Andres Galarraga to cancer and
closer Kerry Ligtenberg to an elbow
injury before opening day.
Galarraga and Ligtenberg are
healthy now,and the Braves seemed
to have weathered the John Rocker storm. They had begun thinking about going to their ninth
straight NLCS, and beyond, behind
Smoltz, Tom Glavine and Greg
Maddint.
"We felt we had all the pieces
falling nicely into place," general
manager John Schuerholz said.
Now, the Braves must figure
out how to fill the spot the 32year-old right-hander has held since
1988 and hold off the New York
Mets in the NL East.
Bruce Chen and Terry Mulholland had been competing for the
No. 5 job in the rotation, and this
might give both of them the chance
to start. Steve Avery also is back
on the team, hoping his shoulder.
heals.
"We think we have the arms
in this camp to do it," Schuerholz said. "I think we have enough
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Celtics, Wizards win on strange night in NBA
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Boston and Washington won consecutive games. Portland lost for the third
time in four games.
Antoine Walker posted his first tripledouble in two years. and Detroit's Jerry
Stackhouse found the range with six 3pointers.
Strange things were happening in the
NBA on Wednesday night - except for
the New York Knicks, who were playing

— and losing
in the second of backto-back games.
With Walker finishing with 30 points,
19 rebounds and 10 assists, the Boston
Celtics beat Milwaukee 112-101, stretching their winning streak to two games
Not much. perhaps, unless you consider
the Celtics lost 12 of 15 prior to Wednesday.
"I think it's the best game I had because
we won," Walker said. "I scored 49 (this
season), but we didn't win that game I

think it was my best game as a pro.Stackhouse, a slashing guard who had
never made more than three 3-pointers in
an NBA game before, hit six on his way
to a career-high 40 points in Detroit's
130-116 victory over the Denver Nuggets
"I'm not sure we want Stack taking
10 3-pointers every night. That's about a
week's worth for him normally," said
George Irvine, who made his debut as
Detroit coach. "But he was feeling it
tonight."

After being tied for the league's best
record just over a week ago, the Trail
Blazers lost 115-103 to the 11th-place
team in the East, the New Jersey Nets,
and fell 3 1/2 games behind Los Angeles in the Pacific Division.
The Washington Wizards posted their
first two-game winning streak since
December when they stopped the Knicks
118-113 in overtime. The Knicks, however, have their own streak going.
The loss continued New York's strug-

gles on the second night of back-to-back

games. After beating Vancouver on Tuesday night to improve their record to 113 in the first of back-to-back games, the
Knicks are now 3-11 in the second games.
In other NBA games, it was Philadelphia 107, Vancouver 90; Orlando 103,
Chicago 67: Sacramento 105, Charlotte
92; and Toronto 95, the Los Angeles Clippers 94
II See Page 9
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

IN CONTROL...Murray High senior guard Lindsay Lawson directs traffic during the Lady Tigers' 37-34 win over Fulton
County Wednesday in the Region I Tournament.

• Murray State

• ••

From Page 8
ing all year long," he said. "There
are several teams in that mix, and
Murray State is definitely one of
them.
"But you really can't tell how
everything's going to go until you
get in there and start looking at
it."
Looking back at their history
with the NIT, the Racers have
experience in the 32-team tournament.
Murray has failed to qualify
for the NCAA Tournament on four
teas-ions sinCe-tlie 1988-89 Season. In those four years, the Racers made the NIT cut three times.
In 1989, a 19-11 MSU squad
advance to the NIT, falling at Penn
State 89-73. Following a loss to
Tennessee State in the OVC tournament final in 1993-94, the Racers moved on to face Bradley,
who handed Murray a 66-58 defeat.
During former head coach Mark
Gottfried's first season in Murray,
the Racers finished with a 19-10
mark and captured another OVC
regular-season title.

II Rodman
From Page 8
friend Tuesday night following
Dallas' fifth straight loss, a 10186 drubbing by Seattle.
"He doesn't need to be hanging around the players like he's a
coach or something" Rodman said.
"That's like Jerry Jones, and it's
dumb. That's why the Cowboys
went down. He needs to be the
owner, step back and put people
in who can get this team in the
right direction."
\
Cuban said he "absolutely considers Rodman still his friend.
"I think the world of Dennis,"
he said. "He is a great competitor and rebounder."
Dallas begins the post-Rodman
era tonight at home against Minnesota.
If this is the end of Rodman's
career, there's no doubt he'll be
remembered for his tattoos, body
piercings, frequent hair color
changes and a public appearance
in a wedding dress.
While
those
provocative
moments were stunning, it's worth
remembering that it was his seven
rebounding titles and five championships that gave him the platform to be as bad he wanted to
be.
Rodman, however, has yet to pull
his biggest stunt: walking off a court
naked.

But MSU lost the OVC tournament championship to rival
Austin Peay. The Racers got Missouri as a consolation prize, falling
to the Tigers 89-85.
The only time MSU didn't make
the NIT field was after an 18-12
campaign under Scott Edgar in
1992-93.
A 20-9 SEMO squad failed to
make the NIT after falling to the
Racers in last year's OVC tournament final. However, the Indians secured their first postseason
berth---at- the Division I-A level
this season.
Powers said a tournament-tested team like Murray State stands
a better chance of getting a bid.
"It helps that people know about
Murray State," Powers said.
"Everybody knows that they have
a quality program."
While MSU officials wait on
an announcement - which will
come on Sunday after the NCAA
brackets are announced - the Racers will continue to prepare for
another opportunity.
"We're going to practice as a
team (today)," Anderson said. "The
guys know they have to keep in
shape and be prepared to play,
because you never know what's
going to happen."

"I thought they got way too
good of a shot there at the end,"
Cadwell noted. "We were going
to try and foul them because we
had three fouls to give, and that
would have eat off some of the
clock. But we couldn't get one
called."
"We put some pressure on them,
and Tara (King) might have altered
her shot a little bit ... It's a good
thing, because she probably makes
that shot nine out of 10 times,"
she added.
The Lady Pilots' deliberate
offense kept Murray off-balance
for much of the night, using Smith's
and Turner's quickness to find
holes in the Lady Tiger defense.
"I thought there was a good
chance that they would go to the
stall," said Cadwell. "And I think
that's a very good game plan against.
us ... You have to give them a
lot of credit. They had to be real
patient in doing that."
The plan worked to perfection,
as Fulton County trailed just 108 after one quarter of play. And
the Lady Pilots were down only
16-15 at the halftime break, courtesy of a half-court heave from
Turner as the buzzer sounded.
"We were chasing them too
much in the first half," Cadwell
explained. "So we made a big
adjustment at halftime, keeping
our big girls back and having the
guards come up to pressure them."
Lawson scored seven of her
team-high 11 points in the third
period. But Fulton County remained
close, getting points from Smith,
Turner and Nadia Sensing to trail
just 25-22 heading into the final
eight minutes.
The Lady Pilots had a opportunity to win the game as their
full-court pressure caused King to
step out of bounds with 29.3 seconds remaining.
Fulton County set up to play
for the final shot, but lost the
chance at a game-winner when
Smith's pass went over Kassie
Lane's head in the paint.
Lane managed to save the ball,
but Murray recovered the ball in
a scramble on the floor.
King followed Lawson with 10
points while Ray poured in eight
and Whitney Alexander followed
with six. The Lady Tigers were
15-of-34 from the floor, but did
not hit a 3-point shot. MHS was
7-of-8 from the foul line.
Smith and Turner led all scorers with 12 apiece while Sensing
added eight. The Lady Pilots con-

▪ Smoltz
From Page 8

Graves County 67
Heath 34

to win. But if an opportunity presents itself in terms of a trade,
we'll listen."
Added manager Bobby Cox after
an 11-7 loss to Toronto: "Our guys
already have it figured out. The
other pitchers, they know what
they have to do."
The Mets, who finished 6 1/2
games behind the Braves last season and lost to them in the NLCS,
also thought Atlanta had enough
depth to compensate.
"They'll still be there," Mets
geneial manager Steve Phillips
said. "It's a loss but one I'm confident they'll overcome."
Smoltz, on the disabled twice
in 1998 and twice again in 1999

Heath
6 12 24 - 34
Graves
19 41 54 - 67
Heath (34) - McElya 10, Schaberg 6,
McSparin 5, Dickey 4, H Jones 4, J
Jones 4, Bellamy 1, Adams, Bachuss,
England, Throgmorton. FG: 11-40 3point FG: 0-4 FT: 12-17. Record: 1314
Graves (67)- McSweeney 19, Flowers
14, Cornn 11, Downing 5, Allred 4,
Bennett 4, Harrison 4, Scoggins 4,
Cayitt 2, Bowman, Clapp, Copeland
FG:
24-54 3-point
FG: 4-9
(McSweeney 3, Downing). FT: 15-18
Record: 20-8.

nected on 14 field goals, while
hitting one 3-pointer. Fulton County was 3-of-4 from the charity
stripe.
Graves County 67,
Heath 34
The District 3 champion Lady
Eagles (20-S) welcomed Heath toi
its first regional- appearance in five
years by holding the Lady Pirates
(13-14) to six points in both the
first and second quarters and turning a 6-6 contest into a rout behind
a 29-0 run.
At halftime, Heath, the District
2 runner-up, had as many turnovers
as points after going scoreless for
almost 11 minutes. Graves County led 35-6 with 1:35 left in the
first half and 41-12 at intermission.
Kayla McSweeney recorded 19
points and four assists for Graves,
which made 24-of-54 shots from
the field and received 14 points
from Bethany Flowers and 11 from
Lindsey Cornn. Stephanie McElya
led the Lady Pirates with 10 points,
but Heath was held to 11-of-40
shooting on the night.

because of elbow_touble, will have
surgery March 23 by Dr. James
Andrews in Birmingham, Ala.
Andrews performed the sante
"Tommy John" transplant surgery
on Ligtenberg last year.
The diagnosis of a torn medial collateral ligament came Tuesday night after an MRI exam.
Smoltz joined Ligtenberg, Odalis
Perez and two minor leaguers as
Braves pitchers with the same injury
in recent times.
"I've been through so much
that in a weird way. this was a
relief. I need to get the surgery
in order to be able to pitch another good, solid, three to four years."
Smoltz said.
"I still enjoy pitching," he added.

• Celtics ...
From Page 8
Celtics 112, Bucks 101
In Boston, Walker had the fourth
triple-double of his career and his
first since Feb. 1, 1998, against
the Houston Rockets.
The Bucks, losers of eight of
their last 10, were outrebounded
65-38.
"We're just getting slapped by
the same face - selfishness. They
outrebounded us and outworked us,"
Bucks coach George Karl said.
Paul Pierce added 20 points for
Boston, while Milwaukee's Ray
Allen scored 22 of his 28 points
in the first half.
Pistons 130, Nuggets 116
Grant Hill backed up Stackhouse's big night with 27 points

and J O assists, while Mikki Moore
set career bests with 15 .points
and eight rebounds for host Detroit.
"We really wanted to play well
for George this is where we need
to turn our season around." Stackhouse said. "But the most important thing was to get this one tor
ourselves." .
Denver also finished the caine
with a temporary coach as J(oliii
Lucas took over after Dan Issel
was ejected in the third quarter.
Antonio McDyess led the
Nuggets with 29 points
Nets 115, Trail Blazers 103
Portland fell behind for good
less than six minutes into the
game, trailed by 14 at halftime
and by as many as 25 in the third
quarter.

Introducing • • •
Diamond Pet Food is an outstanding addition to our selectio
of nutritious, cost effective feeds that meet the requirements .„P.
of most all your pet and companion animals as well as
'
working dogs. Diamond Pet Food rounds out our
selection of the best choices available to you today.

iscY
•

Buddy Campaign 2000
You have an opportunity to
make a BIG difference...one
child at a time.
Please give when asked!

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

20 lb. Cat
6.99 After $2 Rebate

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Diamond Pet Formulas provide highly digestible levels of nutrition
with fewer non-essential ingredients or fillers and are formulated to
meet your pet's needs and energy requirements.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

KY. PREP BASKETBALL REGION TOURNAMENT SCORES
BOYS

3rd

6th
Lou
Lou
Lou
Lou

Muhlenberg South 67, Breckinindge Co 55
Ohio Co. 71, Owensboro Catholic 48

Central 53, Lou. Western 51
Fairdale 90, Lou Shawnee 71
Iroquois 76, Lou Doss 68
PAP 89, Lou Southern 52

4th
Barren Co. 55. Clinton Co. 41
Bowling Green 54, Logan Co. 47

7th
Lou
Lou
Lou
Lou

5th

Diamond Pet Foods meet the r
demands of professional pet
breeders and nutritionconscious pet owners by
offering a quality pet food
at an affordable price.

Central Hardin 62, Marion Co. 43
Hart Co. 78, Bardstown 39

Ballard 110. Lou Atherton 50
Dupont Manual 79, Lou Trinity 52
Jetfersontown 51, Lou Eastern 42
Male 70. Lou Moore 55

Any Bag of
DIAMOND PET FOOD
40 lb. Premium, 40 lb. Maintenance.
40 lb. Puppy or 20 lb. Cat
Good Thru March 31. 2000

Regular Price

8th
Oldham Co 54, Spencer Co. 19
Shelby Co. 78, Walton-Verona 62

11th
Madison Central 61, Lex. Bryan Station 55
West Jessamine 69, Franklin Co. 62

9th

15th

Holmes 62, Scott 51
Newport 55, Boone Co 53. (0T)

Johnson Central 76, Betsy Layne 62

10th

16th

Harnson Co. 79, Campbell Co. 40
Mason Co. 60, George Rogers Clark 58

Greenup Co 64, Menifee Co 36
Paul Blazer 51, East Carter 48
Shelby Valley 77, Belfry 65

Please use this coupon to
try Diamond Pet Food.

Bring this coupon to the store for discour •

ORSCHELO FARM&HOME

12th
Casey Co. 54. Pulaski Southwestern 46

GIRLS

.

L

'some brands not stocked in all stores

Garrard Co 48. Monticello 38

lit

13th

Graves Co 67, Heath 34
Murray 37. Fulton Co 34

Clay Co 52, Middlesboro 43
Harlan 55. Lynn Camp 43

2nd

14th

Henderson Co 48, Hopkinsville 37
Hopkins Co Central 70, Crittenden Co 45

Breathitt Co. 77. Wolfe Co 41
Leslie Co. 75, Jenkins 52

Answers Down Every Aisles
700A North'12 Street 110 CW Parker Lane
Murray, KY
Waynesville, MO

1401 E. Malone
Sikeston, MO

950A North Westwood
Poplar Bluff, MO

Visit

o-back
Tuesto 11 es, the
games.
iiladeID 103,
iarlotte
s Clip-

CERScom

THE OFFICIAL WEB SITE OF MURRAY STATE ATHLETICS
• Apparel • Tickets • Virtual Facility Tours • Player Profiles, Schedules & Rosters
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Murray Middle students participate in festival
Sixty-six students from Murray
Middle School participated in the
solo and Ensemble Festival sponsored by the First District Music
Educators Association March 4.
7
Students performed by them'selves..and in groups for judges.
' --,1"13erformances were rated on a scale
of novice, apprentice, proficient or
distinguished (the highest rating
possible).
These students have been working diligently to prepare for this
day since their return from Christmas break.
"The preparation these students
have put into this event helps
develop their individual musicianship more than any other activity
in which they can be involved,"
said Band Director Beth Stribling.
"I am proud of the effort put forth
toward their performances and feel
lucky to have a band full of students who care enough to put in
this amount of time."
Students from the Murray Middle School Band received one rat-

for their "wood" trio; Bred Brown
(8), Carmen Lyons (8), and Nathan
McCoy (8) for their low reed trio;
Heather Waters (8) Brett Brown
(8), Sarah Simmons (9), Samantha Stanley (8) and Daniel Runnels (8) for their woodwind quintet;
Polivick -(1), Emi
Sarah
McFarlen (7) and Brett Brown (8)
as members of,the double reed
ensemble; Isabel Duarte-Gray (7),
Savannah Colson (7), Daisy Pace
(7), Amanda Enochs (7), Kelsey
Bedwell (8), Samantha Stanley(8),
Christie Stalls (8) and Carmen
Lyons (8) as members of the clarinet choir;
Stephanie Bailey (7) as a member of the sax quartet; Brittany

Receiving a rating of distin- Jake Steelnack (7), Brian West (8)
ing of apprentice, 18, ratings of
for their solo perform- and Adam Morgan (8) for their
guished
disof
proficient- ait 54 ratings
ances were: Kaci Carpenter (7), baritone solos; Nathan Smith (7)
tinguished.
Maff Robinson (8) received a and Rachel Klapper (7), on their and John Martinez (8) on their
rating of apprenticeon his Snare flute solos; Sarah Polivick (7).for tuba solos;
her oboe solo; Emi McFarlen (7)
Justin Arnold (6), Sam .TreDrum solo performance.
• Ratings of prpficiet_ are., as fol- and Brett Brown (8) for their bas- vathan (8), Will Rail (8) and Allilows: Jacquie Mateja (7), Heather soon solos; Caleb Roberts (6), son Kipphut (8) and their snare
Waters (8) and Jennifer Crawford Amanda Enochs (7), Ralisha Oliv- drum solos; Will Rail (8) and Alli(8) for flute solos; Heather Fox er (7). Isabel Duarte-Gray (7), son Kipphut (8) for their marim(7) and Kelsey Bedwell (8) for Christie Stalls (8). and Samantha ba solos; and Sam Trevathan (8),
clarinet solos; Savannah Colson Stanley (8) on their clarinet solos; Will Rall (8) and Allison Kipphut
_Carmen Lyons (8) for her bass
(7) for her bass clarinet solo persolo; Elijah Kingins (6), (8) on their timpani solos.
clarinet
formance; Mandy Haugen (7) for
Distinguished ratings(or ensemand Taylor
her alto sax solo; James Read (8) Alex Gustafson (6)
ble performances were received
saxoalto
their
on
(7)
Cooper
and Bobby Banks (8) for trumpet
phone solos; Nathan McCoy (8) by: Rachel Klapper (7), and Kaci
solos; Jared Tabers (6) and Bryan
tenor sax solo; Stephanie Carpenter (8) for their flute duet;
Nixon (7) for French horn solos; for ilk
her baritone sax solo; Rachel Klapper (7), Kaci Carpenfor
Bailey
Ben Bullen (7) and Yannick Jones
161, Callie Dowdy ter (7), Jacquie Mateja (7) and
Fields
Briana
(8) for trombone solos; John MateBaust (6), Emily Allen Heather Waters (8) as members of
ja (8) for his baritone solo; Matt (6), Edward
Kingins (7), and Brit- the flute choir; Heather Waters (8)
Zachary
Pool (6) for his snare drum solo; (7),
(7) on their trum- and Kelsey Bedwell (8) for their
Gremore
tany
Matt Robinson (8) for his mallet
wflute/clarinet duet; Samantha Stansolos:
pet
solo; Mandy Haugen (7) and
Heather Ferguson (7) and Daniel ley (8) and Carmen Lyons (8) for
Stephanie Bailey (7) for their sax(8) for their French horn their clarinet duet;
Runnels
ophone duet: and Bryan Nixon (7)
Brett Brown (8), Samantha StanBrent
solos;
White (6), and Brian
and Heather Ferguson (7) for their
(8), and Allison Kipphut (8)
ley
West (8) on their trombone solos;
French horn duet.

p.m. Friday. March 10, following
the SWAC Basketball Tournament;
Saturday, March 11. at 11:30 a.m.
prior to the SWAC Basketball Tournament; and again at 8 p.m.
"Racer Recap" is hosted by
John Broeckling and Chris Bacon

and takes an in-depth look at this
year's Murray State University
men's and women's basketball
teams, regular season games and
tournament play. It also will include
interviews with coaches and players as well :i came action.

Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education is
offering the community education
class "Basic Knitting: Getting Down
to the Knitty Gritty."
The class will meet for four
Thursdays, starting March 9 at 7
p.m. The class will be held in
Room 308 of Wilson Hall on the
Murray State campus.
Join instructor Sallie Guy and
learn to knit a sampler in no time.
You'll learn a variety of stitches
and how to increase and decrease

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

WE DO!

Over 34 Years Experience,

121 North

Visit Our Showroom Today

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License *0181

Tom

753-7728

CARPET & Ft

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut SL)

Th
• '- •
O. •(
• 5

FREE

Basic Professional Installation

DISH 500
Digital Satellite TV System

For the past two weekends,
capacity crowds attending "Guys
and Dolls Jr.," the Playhouse in
the Park 2000 season-opener, have
been treated to all the mile and

767-9111

CELLTOUCH,inc.

•

Z

FREE Nokia phone and Car Charger

Ask us
about
Prepaid

C
G •

Cellular

$25 per month for 100 minutes
Ad a line fa $10 per rod
No Activation Fee

on new one year service agreement Subfect to credit check and approval Fee will
for early termination of contract Other restnchons may apply Otter ends 3i12/00

. dilable

•,ari

TROIARILT

20

Best Bpilt,Best Buy!
4

•

Knight's
Hazel

Miry 641 - 1•112 Miles South of Murray to Torn Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.

Now the True Cable
Alternative
and

Murr,

Taylor
Rd

Simply bring in your cable bill, have a valid
credit card and subscribe to one year of
America's Top 100 CD Programming, plus
enough programming to total $39.98/month.

Allison Kipphut(8), Matt Robinson (8), Sam Trevathan (8), and
Will Rall (8) for their percussion
quartet; and Allison Kipphut (8),
Will Rall (8), Sam Trevathan (8),
Yannick Jones (8) and Brett Brown
(8) as members of the percussion
ensemble.

stitches to shape the knitted garment.
Plenty of handouts and diagrams provided plus knitting needles and a skein of worsted yarn
to get you started.
The price for the class is $75,
and includes materials. Registrations are currently being taken
because space is limited.
For more information or to register, contact the Center for Continuing Education at 270-762-3662
or 1-800-669-7654.

'Guys and Dolls
Jr.' continues run

--V

Plus * $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack sot Ever Week

FREE

.000MnWV1-.0.1A

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

Et4.114.N14.Gi.00
* 28 Games
Paying from $25 - $250

John Broeckling, a senior from
St. Louis and Chris Bacon, a junior from Carbondale. III., produced
the program. Both are radio/TV
majors in the Department of Journalism at MSU.

CERAMIC TILE•COMP. TILE • VINYL - HARDWOOD•CARPET

Every Friday Night

Gremore (7), and Bobby Banks
(8)as members of the trumpet choir;
Heather Ferguson (7) and Daniel
Runnels (8) as members of the
French horn choir; Ben Bullen (7),
Yannick Jones (8) and Brian West
(8) as members of the trombone
choir; Jake Steelnack (7), Nathan
Smith (7), Brian West (8), John
Mateja (8), and John Martinez (8)
as members of the low brass choir,

Basic knitting class
to begin March 9

WQTV to present Racer basketball recap
If you are a Murray State Racer
basketball fan, you won't want to
miss the "MSU Racer Recap - It
Was a Very Good Year" on WQTV46; Murray State University's television station.
The special will air at 9-30

[o

Power tilling nd
composting: extra strong
for mid-size gardens.

dazzle of a Broadway show in
which every role is filled by youth.
Twenty-five young actors, ages
8 to 16, play all of the adult roles
with the finesse and comic timing expected from seasoned professionals, according to a press
release from the Playhouse in the
Park.
All of Frank Loesser's songs
are delivered up with style and
pinache.
This week is the last one for
the show, which is sponsored by
Peoples Bank, Union Planters Bank
and Murray Bank. The show runs
Thursday night at 7:30 p.m. and
Friday and Saturday nights at 8
p.m. For reservations call(270)7591752.
Season passes for Playhouse in
the Park are only available until
Saturday night.
r
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Beasley Antenna
ft Satellite

• Cast iron and gear driven transmission

• JUST ONE HAND* operation
• 1 forward/1 reverse speed
• 16-inch tilling width

Service/Maintenance Agreement Offered For $24.00 Per Year

answ
ify fo
montl
$4001

Tillers

'599"

• Rear mounted Standard Rotating Bolo tines
• Limited Lifetime Warranty'
••N. •••••• ••• ••••••

www.troybat.cown

4.

•

500 North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
759-0901 • 1-877-455-0901 Toll Free
1801 Bell Ave. • Paris, TN 38242
(901)642-4077 • 1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

ETWORK
Xpw would /pm like Apia JO?

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division

Offer ends 3/31/00 All prices packages and programming sutsect to change without notice Local and state sews taxes may apply All 01 •
Network programming, and any °mai services that are provided are subiact to the terms and conditions of tne Residential Customer Agreeme- •
wnicti is available upon request Significant restnctions apply to DISH !Setwork hardware and programming availability and for all offers SP,
your DISH Nehwork retailer DISH Network product literature or the DISH Netwodi Weaute at wont clishn0tworli corn for complete details n'

Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571

restrichons AN service marks and trademarks belong to Mar reePectwe owners

•••
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MEMBER DISCOUNTS...
*Pharmacy Discount Card
•Dodge Truck $500 Rebate
•Rental Car Discounts (15- of•
*State Park Hotel Discounts )l
•Eyeglass Contacts Discounts (6('
*Hearing Aid Discount (16' .• riff
•Mailorder Drug Discount
•A 0 T Cor irilV FivOrm Fri-

age 5
age 5
age 6
age 6
age 7
age 7

ALSO INCLUDED...

tut
753-4703

1".""-r hr. .
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

It.VIES

(1..‘SSI 121E1)

Ad Deadlines

7534916

Xtis
$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
h 6 /AJv Perna/ )
Ads Must Ran to/om
(A ll
$2 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ad. $7 00 Ihrnimurn lo day 10e per wood per day lor ea.:11 addthonal conscLull.e dn
N_ SO extra lor Shopper Tuts . Classdbeds go Jruo Shopping Guitk) 5254)extra to blind Don ads

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.
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180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment

V7SA

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

YARD SALES

300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlookSmoky
river,
ing
HorseMountains. TN
drawn carriage, cabins.
Jacuzzi, ordained ministers.
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
http://www.heartlandwedding.com.
A Gatlinburg Wedding!
Candlelit chapel, profesphotovideos/
sional
graphs, ordained ministers.
Mountain
Tennessee
Honeymoon cabin. No
blood tests, no waiting.
Bands of Gold Wedding
Chapel. 1-800-242-7115.
www.bandsofgold.com
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Anytime!
DIABETIC Patients!! If you
have a Medicare or Private
Insurance, you may be eligible to receive your
Diabetic supplies at no
cost to you! For more information call Diabetic Supply
toll free 1-888-466-2678
(no HMO's.)
DISPLAY Homes Wanted,
windows, patio
siding
rooms, no payments until
March 2000. All credit qualifies. Payments starting at
$89 a month. Call 800-2510843.
DUNES Beach Vacations'
Free 68- page color vacation guide includes photo/
rates of 800 cottages/ condos in Garden City and
Surfside Beach, S.C. 800293-2922. 020
FREE Pregnancy
Tests! Life House
753-0700.

Notice

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
complete
ministers,
honeyarrangements,
moon/ family
cabins,
breathtaking
views.
arrangements
Wedding
800-893-7274. Vacation TENN Mtn Getaway 1500'
lodging,
Stream 14ac- $19,900 1st
800-634-5814.
time offered! All wooded &
scenic, park line stream.
LOOK
Soon, Olde The ultimate getaway! Only
Opening
Thyme Country Store one! Easy financing. Call
Homemade crafts, gifts TN Timberline now 800and antiques Deli and 814-9965, ext. 8932.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Country Store
MEDICARE RECIPIENTSAre you using a Nebulizer
Machine? Stop paying full
Albuterol,
for
price
Atrovent, etc. Solutions.
Medicare will,pay for them
We bill Medicare for you
and ship directly to your
door. MED-A-SAVE
800-538-9849
NEW Arrival of prom dresses & accessories. Name
brands: Alyce. Cassandra
Stone & Amber Nicole.
Sizes: 2-26 Merle Norman
of Benton, KY. Call 270527-8899.
NOW Forming
2nd session winter
8 ball league at
Breaktime Billiards
on 94E.
759-9303.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement.
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever.

1 Week Only!!

For free
information call:

New Life
Bookstore
50% Off Sale

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199

Cards & Mugs
Court Square

CLASSIFIED

tree local claim service-

Have A Great Day!
From The L & T Gang

Lake
TENNESSEE
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900. Beautifully
spectacular
wooded,
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course! Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested.
Low, low financing. Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext.
6041.
TN Cabin Retreat 5ac$49,900 Breathtaking Mtn
views! Ideally located
between 2 state parks.
Hunt, fish, kayak, canoe,
hike nearby. A sportsman's
paradise! Great financing.
Call TN TuntArline now.
800-814-9965, ext. 8918.
WEDDING BELLS IN THE
SMOKIES- A unique wedding chapel offering everything for less Special offer
Ceremony, pictures, video,
flowers. $115 Give us a
call 800-922-2052
YOU Could be the next
Mrs Kentucky! Win a trip
to Hawaii to compete in the
Nationally televised Mrs
No
America Pageant
needed
experience
Contact Jo Ziegler 606746-0679

Personals
SINGLES
Spring fever 2000
Tired of being alone')
Meet that
special someone
Heartland Connection
1-800-879-7385

r• •

Lost and Found
LOST: 2 1/2 yrs. old black
Miniature Schnauzer (Bud
down 523 McDaniel Cem
Rd Has collar on with
phone number. Reward
S100.00 Call Ronnie Stone
753-0694

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
A $35,000 Per yea
Career! C.R. England
needs driver trainees! 15
day CDL training! Housing/
meals included' No up
front $$$! Tractor Trailer
training 888-781-8556_
SalesADVERTISING
Community
Landmark
Inc.
Newspapers
Immediate opening for part
time sales in the Louisville
area. Training base salary
plus commission. Flexible
schedule. Resume to
LCNI, P.O. Box 549.
Shelbyville, KY 40066 Attn:
Steve,
AIR Force Great career
opportunities available for
high school grads, ages
17- 27. Plus up to $12,000
enlistment bonus if you
qualify! For an information
packet call 1 -800-423USAF or visit www_airforce.com.

EARN MORE THAN
S1200 A MONTH
To learn a new career
All expenses paid during
training. Part-time
employment upon return
from training and YOU
CAN receive free college
tuition.

1 -800-GO-GUARD
KY NATIONAL GUARD

AMAZINGLY $0 Down
Hershey rte. Inc. in your
town. Earn $48K+ work 5
hours. No selling. Call
1-888-434-5330, 24hrs.
APPRENTICE Instructor in
Cosmetology. 753-4723
ARE You Connected
Internet users wanted
S350- $800/ week
1-888-838-0750
www.career-4u-now.corn
ASE certified technician,
fully booked shop-due to
our focus on customer satisfaction & -fix it right the
first time." Top pay, bonus,
401K, insurance, etc. Fulltime. Must have own tools,
good driving record, references & pass drug test. We
pay you for continuous
schooling Apply in person
8am-5pm
weekdays
Paducah Ford 3.476 Park
Ave or call 270-444-0011
or 800-455-0205.
EOE M/F/D/V
CDL Drivers, Operators,
Laborers 753-1537 or
492-6141
A
CDLDriversExperienced,
Inexperienced, Teams, 0
down lease purchase. Van,
refer, bulk, flat. Dedicated
& regional available. Year
round consistent pay.
Great benefits and equipment. Apply at 800-8503203.

COOK Wanted
Apply in person
8am- 2pm Lakeway
Convenience Mart
On 94E
DRIVER
Covenant
Transport coast to coast
runs, teams start .42c.45c, $1000 sign on bonus
for exp. co. drivers, experienced drivers, and owner
operators. 800-441-4394
for graduate students 800338-6428.
DRIVER, we get you home
with great pay, bonuses
full benefits, 90% no touch
freight and late model conventional. Class A CDL
HazMat required. Cardinal
Freight Carriers. 800-9353131. www.cardlog.corn.
EOE.
DRIVER- $1000 sign on
bonus for all experienced
drivers. Company drivers39c/ mile, assigned conventionals! 0/0's- 82e/
mile, paid fuel taxes,
plates/ permits, zero down
Proline
option.
lease
Carriers. 800-277-6546.
DRIVER- $1000 sign on
bonus for all experienced
drivers. Company drivers39c/ mile, assigned conventionals! 0/0's- 82e/
mile, paid fuel taxes,
plates/ permits, zero down
Proline
option.
lease
Carriers. 800-277-6546.
DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages! Boyd
Bros 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377). EOE.
DRIVER- Drivers west of
the Mississippi. Great benefits, 80% west coast runs,
top equipment, 100%
lumpers paid! 800-5283675. Recruiters available
Saturday & Sunday, 10am3pm, CST John Chnstner
Trucking.

AS WE CONTINUE TO GROW...
Tennessee Asphalt is seeking EXPERIENCED
asphalt.workers. Pick up applications at 1815
East Wood St. in Paris. Will accept completed
applications through March 13th. No phone
calls accepted. We offer 401-K Retirement
Plan, insurance, paid vacation and other benefits. Pre-employment drug screen and physical
required. EEO Employer.

Wyatt Ceramici E,7j CP_

Agricultural
Workers Needed

ts
l

1399 Lawson Rd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-0613
Free Delivery to Funeral Homes & Hospitals
Items Also Available at
Upper Cuts 753-2887

a 410

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below are a few
monthly preferred rates at different ages for
$4000 policy.

$9.84
$12.24
$14.12
$20.64
$27.96
$37.76

$8.40
$10.04
$12.48
$14.76
$22.00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

e'•el t.(47,04T

r!

eT

el g

04/24/00 to 01/24/01
05/01/00 to 12/22/00
Wages: $6.39 per hour and $7.00 per
hour depending on job performed.
75% of hours listed on job order will
be guaranteed. All tools will be provided at no cost. Free housing provided to those beyond local recruiting
area. Transportation and subsistence
paid when 50% of contract is met.
Contact local State Employment
Service Office.

Mrs. Ann

Crawford's Bar-B-Oue is Now Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9:00 p.m.

Crawford's Bar-B-Que and
Almo Country Store
North of Murray at Intersection 464 & 1824
753-1934

Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
.; ye ad\ ylBusiness Marriage and Love Affairs
'Bring Your Problems to Me-! will Help Health Matters Owes
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
Bring Ad In For Discount
S.

For Appointment Phone

208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky 42071

(270) 767-05ee
II
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DRIVERS, Home most
weekends, sign on in
Etown, paid for all miles,
tarp pay. safety bonus,
rider program, excellent
benefits, assigned cony
Call Hornady 800-4414271, ext 135
DRIVERS, OVER THE
ROAD- 35 states Flat with
sides, late model conventionals 3 years experience Start 30c- 33c a
miles + benefits Call 800444-6648 $1250 Sign-on
Bonus
DRIVERS, Wanna- B- ATrucker? Get paid weekly
while you train. earn $800
or more per week+ great
benefits, company paid
training, job ready in 15
days, call us to go to work!
800-995-5832, Exp'd drivers call 800-958-2353
DRIVERS/ OTR- $46.000
1st year Home most weekends! 97% no touch
freight, 1st day insurance
coverage, direct deposit &
401K with company match.
Call Jeff- 877-687-3858.

Help Wanted

DRIVERS/ OTR- Regiona
drivers needed- Star trans
port. Inc is hiring experi
enced drivers, no expen
ence we will train. Ful
company benefits, excel
lent home time, great
miles. Call us today at 800548-6082 ext 805/ 800974-4262.
FARM Related seasonal
help needed. CDL drivers
& laborers. Apply at:
Royster Clark 1266
Brewers Hwy. Hardin, KY.

SALES PERSON
NEEDED
Nw
Tennessee Auto Dealer
needs addititmal salespersim. F.s11C1ience preferred hut iii it necessary.
Vnc

pftl%

•Prilles •

al Training

putitis t.

agt.•

•Ilvalth

•Vacation.
GRILL cook wanted Apply •Nlanagers that Respect
in person ift! Sandra D's
and %mired:tic their
2667 St. Rt. 94 East. No
Sales Staff
phone calls please.
Scud resume lo
LAWN Mower Technician
. 1040-\
P.O. Bo,
needed. Experience preIXN 42071.
Niurra,
ferred. Must furnish own
tools benefits included.
270-247-4456.
Call
MAKE A CHANGE, MAKE
Monday- Friday.
A DIFFERENCE!- Looking
MECHANICAL
design, for a Special People...to fill
auto cad, R-12, R-14. a special need. Unique
Experience needed. Good and rewarding opportunibenefits and pay. Ask for ties for House parents/
Care givers for private,
Steve 270-362-8826.
residential school for menMEDSHARES Home Care tally-challenged children
Has immediate openings and adults. Full time and
for FfT & PRN RN's & part time positions. Ideal
SW's Also need PAN full time candidate would
PT's, PTA's, ST's and live on the beautiful 850
acre campus located in
OT's Please contact H.R
P.O. Box 925, Murray, KY Frankfort. Kentucky 20-23
consecutive days and be
Phone 270-753-1434
off 5-7 days. Schedules
EOE
can be somewhat flexible.
Products Experience in health care
OFFICE
Company now accepting is helpful, but not required.
resumes for service techni- Excellent benefit package
cian Must have electron- with extras, including
cable telics, mechanical back- housing, utilities.
evision, meals and use of
ground Computer knowl- school. cable television,
edge a plus Send resume meals and use of school
to P.O. Box 938. Benton, facilities. Retirees and othKy 42025.
ers welcome. For more inOPENINGS For full & part formation, please call, Michelle W. Tackett, Stewart
time hair dressers Apply in
Home School -Special
person at Expression Hair Care for Special People'
12th
Salon 302 South
502-227-4821. EOE.
Street, Murray
experienced
OPERATOR & Laborers. SEEKING
willing to work
experienced case back- roofers,
hoes. Apply at 1272 Old hard 5 years experience
Road, 489-6125 leave message.
Valley
Fern
Lciuisville. EOE Employer. Mobile 748-7120

SALES & TRAINING
Position

will include product demonstration of customized software, installation
and onsite training. Must be able to demonstrate an understanding of Windows software, have strong verbal communication
skills and willingness to travel. Windows
NT and/or Novell networking is beneficial.

Send resumes only to 3780 Hwy 79 N.
Paris, TN 38242
ATTENTION High School Students,
College Students, Teachers
and Retirees!

LICENSED_PRACTic AL
NURSE

UI

el. 1,1

Dine In or Take Out
Delicious Pork Bar-B-Oue,
Ribs, Chicken & Tenderloin

INEXPERIDRIVERENCED?- Learn to be an
OTR professional from a
top carrier Great pay,
benefits
executive-style
and conventional equipment Call today! U.S.
Xpress, 888-936-3338
DRIVER/ Iney'd
Earn
up to $35,000 the first
year! Tuition reimbursement available
800-237-4642
DRIVER: Attention- Start
Now! If you love driving,
benefits/ $W OTR experience, truck school grads,
and free CDL training! 888342-5658 now!

Immediate opening.
Ideal candidate will
have experience in
automotive field and
Rate
tools
own
based on experience
Benefits include training. health Ins.. 401K.
vacation & holiday
pay
Appiy to
Randall Waddell
Peppers ChevroletOldsmobile-CadillacToyota
2420 E Wood St
Paris. TN

NEW LOWER RATES_AT MOST AGES
MALE
FEMALE
age 50
age 55
age 60
age 65
age 70
age 75

DRIVER- Home every
weekend. No NYC. Lease
purchase- new- own a
truck in 24 months. Paid
accountant 1st 12 months.
Owner operators- New
mile (Loaded/
$0.82/
Empty). Provide base plate
& permits. Paid liability/
fuel taxes. Toll scale
receipts. Company driversstand up conventionals.
Start up to $0.33/ miles.
Free insurances. 401K
www.epesretirement
transport.corn.

AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE DEPT.

Silk Arrangements

Ceramic C
-44

RESIDENTIAL Mortgage
Lending- All credit considered 15 year loans la
for
20,000
7.625%;
$186.83/ mo., 40,000 for
#373.65/ mo., 60,000 for
$560.48/ mo. Purchase or
refinance. Call 800-2624696, 8am- 9pm

herubs

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Financial

060

060

060

Noises

To A Super Boss
Walter Apperson
'HAPPY BIRTHDAY

•

r. 11 s.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thur•. 3 p.m

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Effective March 1, 2000

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

Licensed with the
Kentucky Board of Nursing
Full & Part time (3-11pm
shift)
Benefits include:
Health/Dental Ins, Life Ins;
Vacation..Holiday/Sick pay.
Retirement Plan:
Attendance Bonus.
Childcare Tuition
Reimbursement,
CONTACT
Cathleen Haley, RN.
Clinical Coordinator tit
762-1591 or pick up
application at
WestView Nursing Home
1401 South 16th Street.
Murray, Ky 42071

Green Turtle Bay Resort in Grand Rivers,
Kentucky will be taking applications for the
2000 summer season. Green Turtle Bay is an
ESOP company. We offer a team-work environment with higher than minimum beginning pay scale for summer employment as
well as a great place to work! We are looking
for outstanding individuals to employ in an
above average work atmosphere! If you feel
you fit the description, we have openings in
the following: Dock Hands and Store Clerks
for our Marina, Ships Chandlery and Dry
Stack Storage. Quality Housekeepers. Cooks,
Kitchen Staff, Wait Staff for our private Yacht
Club and our Grille. Guest Service
Reservationist & Attendant. Groundskeepers.
Condo & Pool Maintenance. Boat Yard
Repair and Laborers. Apply now for summer
lobs, many will begin on weekends going to
lull-time in May. We are flexible to school
\chedules. Apply in person on Tuesdays Fridays 10 a.m.-4 p.m., or mail your resume
to Green Turtle Bay resort, P.O. Box 102.
Grand Rivers, KY 42045, or email your
resume to infoOgreenturtlebay.com. No
phone calls, please.
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Business
Opponuany

1:121fislp Warded
[
VACATION RELIEF
SUPERVISOR
Murray, KY Division of a
Fortune 200 Company has
a hands on opportunity for
a Vacation Relief Supervisor with the following minimum qualification Prefer
BS Degree in Food Science and have 3-5 years
experience in Supervision
in a Food Processing Plant
or equivalent Experience
should be in a computerized environment Must
have good written and oral
communication skifts and
be team focused Resumes including salary
history to
Ryan Foods
P0 Box 1175
Murray, KY 42071
Attn Human Resources
Manager
EOE AAP

TACO JOHN'S

AT&T. MCI Pay Phones
FITS 24 Hi Profit Loc
$2,000 wk 24 hours
1-800-800-3470
CARRY Out & delivery
pizza franchise Financing
available for qualified individua Call Lance or Neil
1-800-310-8848

Apply No%
2-5 p.m.

(/lliZildS.
SUBS

START Your own business'
Set your own schedule
Control your own income
Sell from your home, at
work, through fund raiser
Avon
an
Be
Representative Call 888OWNER Operators- Get 942-4053
real mileage pay1 80c a WANTED People for Intermile, practical miles loaded net sales Awesome opporand empty That's at least tunity! 354-9239
83c for household goods'
WANTED:- .Reliable, self
No Northeast. NYC or
motivated person to work
Must
Canada No escrow
in
shop of local contractor
be 23, have 1 year OTR
to maintain equipment,
CDL
and
experience
and
supplies
shop
HazMat Fleets welcome
Experience with welding,
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc
mechanics, organization
800-848-0405
and inventory control helpRuns- ful. Job may require occaREGIONAL
18th sional travel
March
Effective
Serious
Heartland Express will be inquiries only. Please reply
paying Company Drivers to P0, Box 1040-M,
with one year of experi- Murray. KY 42071
ence 36cpm 877-763
WE Are Seeking a self
7483
motivated, outgoing. posiREGIONAL Start up to 34 tive, customer service and
cprn) 20 cpm signing goal oriented individual for
bonus Home weekends a position in newspaper
weekly advertising sales. Previous
miles
2500
Medical, dental 401K sales experience preferConventionals 025 per- red Send your resume to
B Ball, The Winchester
formance bonus Landstar
Sun. P.0 Box 4300, Winagent 800-828-8338
chester, KY 40392 or
SECURE Your Future Up
to 37 cents a mile to start al0winchestersun.com
full benefits, new conventionals great home time
Regional or OTR drivers
needed call Arctic Express
800-927-0431 www arcticCLEANING houses is my
express corn
business Reliable Call
THE Murray- Calloway Linda 759-9553
County Parks is hinng 1-2
WILL Clean, cook, run
maintenance
seasonal
errands Sit with elderty.
workers to work 20-40
sick Expenenced.
hours-per week At S6 00references. 759-0026
$7 00/ hr. Person must be WILL Do house cleaning or
able to occasionally lift 50 ironing in your home Call
pounds and walk 20ft with 474-2131 leave message
it Task include, but not limHousecleaning
ited to Mowing. weed eat- WILL Do
Spring or new
deep
Basic
and
ing garbage pick up
home clean up Ref Exp
cleaning
restroom
489-2984
Applications are available 436-6183 or
at the park office at 900
Payne Street between
8am- 4pm

•

Team MeralersSCIS To Start
Full or pan-time positions.
Day or evening shifts.
Flexible scheduling.
Friendly, family.
atmosphere.
Great Place To Work'

FLOE

CLASSIFIED

DIRECTOR OF HOME HEALTH
JCAHO. not for profit, home health agency in
Pans. Tennessee is seeking a director. Agency'
provides home health and hospice care.
Director needed to take the agency to expanded level of care and service. Director must have
strong management and marketing skills. Must
have knowledge of JCAHO standards and
Medicare and Tenncare requirements.
We offer excellent pay and benefits.
Send resume to: Henry County Medical Center
Attn: Human Resources
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242

DO VOL ENJOY working, with children?
Are - you willing to participate in training
beginning April 1st in the Mayfield area and
April 4th in the Paducah area in order to provide a home to an abused/neglected child?
Then, become a HOLSTON FAMILY SERVICES Foster Parent. Requirements: Must be
at least 21 yrs.. Old. financially stable: no major
changes/crises during the past year: reliable
transportation and working telephone: good
physical and emotional health; an appropriate
role model for children: ability. to work with
the child's family and professional support
services: and, willingness to complete required
training. Receive up to $1,050 monthly taxfree by providing professional foster parenting.
If interested, call HOLSTON FAMILY
SERVICES AT 877-998-KIDS(5437)

TASTE THE SUB THAT'S
-TOASTING" THE
COMPETITION & FIND
OUT HOW EASY IT
IS TO ONN YOUR
OWN BUSINESS!
*Over 750 Units Open
*Ground Floor
Opportunity
•Low Sian - U p Cost
•Prosen Comept
•Islation'al TV Advertising

OPEN HOUSE

Custodian - Weekdays, March 1 through
.November 30. Tuesday-Friday. Minimum
wage

BECOME A MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONIST Opportunity to work at
home or in office typing for
doctors Home study Free
literature PC DI. Atlanta,
Georgia
800-362-7070.
Dept. YYC742
FOR
sale
Motorola
MicroTAC 650 cellular
phone with two complete
Hands Free car kits. $100
Call 753-5171
Computers
COMPUTER Problems?
Freeze Ups? Cant' Get On
The Internet? Crashes?
Unexplained Errors? If
Your Macintosh Computer
Is Giving You Fits. Give Me
A Call At 753-5778 I Can
Help The MacDoc
DELL
Computers
Factory direct $0 down
Low monthly payment
Pentium I11-600 available
Resolved credit problems
OK' Call by January 7. for
free printer OMC 800-4779016 Code ma01

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates
Internet Service
South On Route 121

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a m ;'p m
Mon-Sat
Vlsa/ Mastercard Accepted
LOCAL Internet Access
$16 95 month First month
free (Bell South Service
Hosted
by
Area)
Winchester Sun/ Galaxy
Internet Call 888-2916221 Otter Code
G-1-0466-2001 0000
MOM COMPUTERS
All your computing needs
A+ Certified Technician
Micheal McDougal
Free Estimates
4759.3556

I

140
Want to Buy

ANTIQUES, Collectibles
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
from
toys
BUYING'S
1950's-1970's, or older
Antiques & Collectibles
759-3456
CASH for toys. GI JOE

and Transformers

Collections Worker - Must be organized
and computer literate. This individual is
responsible for handling data entry and
other miscellaneous tasks. 20 hrs./week
Please come by and fill out an application
with museum secretary, Monday through
Friday. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. NO PHONE
INQUIRIES PLEASE.

r

•-• et 4*

WANTED Hiding mowers
go carts & 4 wheelers that
need work 436-2867

Ankles
For Saki
$300 Ping Pong table to
sale for $125 Brand new
753-3627
2 Choice lots & vaults In
Murray Memorial Gardens
for price of one Phone
270-554-7580 email
kcatliapex net
ARCH Steel Buildings
inventory clearance' Huge
savings' 1999 steel prices.
25x30. 40x58, 50x110.
While supplies last' Great
workshops/garages Call
800-341-7007 www steelmasterusa com
Striped
BLUE/.
Rose
Sherrill couch
Coffee
table, end table 6x8 wpol
rug (blue floral), side saddle. lamps Call 753-3651

BRUCE Jenner Power
Walking
plus
Walk
Machine Like new, cost
$259- $150 firm 759-1987
SALE- No
BUILDING
salesman Go direct and
Exit #4 Off Interstate 24
save 25x30 $1.999 30x40
PADUCAH, KY
$2,900 35x50 $4,300.
RSVP
CALL(270)436-5800
40x60 $5.300
40x90
wsvw.quiznos com
$7,300 47x100 $11,000
Others Final clearance
Metal Pioneer, 800-286-3196
COMMERCIAL
building for sale Contains
GE Turn table microwave
1200SF, with shop area oven Like new, $70 Older
and small office It has 1 Frigidaire large capacity
overhead door, gas heat washer & dryer Asking
and electric air Sits on 2 $75 767-0357
lots located at 408 Sunbury
CABLE
"KISS
YOUR
Circle $48,500 or you
GOODBYE"- Only $69
may call 753-9654
Includes 18" Little Dish
FOR Sale Small Retail System 40 channels for
business in Murray Owner $1999 a month Toll free
wanting to retire from retail 888-292-4836 C 0 D or
possession credit card
Immediate
FED EX
Spring & Summer lines Delivery'
bought Interested parties
MOTORCYCLE Helmets
only P0 Box 1040-S
work boots camouflage
Murray, KY 42071
clothing For all ages
FRANCHISE restaurant for Jerry's Sporting Goods of
sale High volume sales Mayfield
Excellent location, currentNEED 3 PHASE POWER?
ly operating Owner assisPhase convertors runs all
tance/training available
type of 3 phase equipment
Contact PO Box 1040-F, New and refurbished
Murray, Ky 42071
100% guaranteed For free
Tri
brochure
Phase
Industries, 800-603-7636

The National Scouting Museum, located on
Murray State University campus, is looking
for enthusiastic, self-motivated individuals
to fill the following positions:

Gateway Challenge Course - Weekdays
and weekends June - Aug. and weekends
only April, May, September and October
Applicant must be 18 years of age and comfortable with heights.

1

As
Rif Sole

Wednesday, March 15
6:30 p.m.
HOLIDAY INN
EXPRESS

HELP WANTED

Admissions Clerk - Hours will be Tues.-Fn.
8:30 - 5. Please come by and fill out an application with museum secretary, Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

150

11121Want to boy

Old & new. 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns arid pistols Benson Sporting
12th,
519 S
Goods
Murray
FROST free refrigerator,
used Carpeting. gas heating stove, air conditioner,
storm windows 753-4109

POOLS! Clearing out left
over '99 pools! 19'x31' o.d.
with sundeck, fence, filter
only $888. $0 down financing, Professional installation required. additional
cost. Call 800-759-6058
limited area.
STEEL BUILDING SALE:5.000 + sizes 40x60x14
50x75x14,
$9.094;
50x100x16.
$12,275;
60x100x16.
$16,879;
Mini-storage
$18,261.
buildings, 40x 160, 32 units.
$16,914 Free brochures
wwwsentinelbuildings corn
Sentinel Buildings. 800327-0790, extension 79
Wolff
TAN At Home
Sunmaster residential tanning beds direct from manufacturer No middleman
means you save $$$
inventory
Best
Huge
selection Free color catalog 800-274-1744
WHIRLPOOL Washer &
Kenmore gas dryer $250
obo 15 HP Mercury outboard near new, minor
repair $500 obo Minnkota
33 lbs thrust trolling motol.
foot controlled $100 obo
Call 767-9767

1CLASSIFIED

Homes For Sale

WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial
home units from $199 Low
monthly payments Free
color catalog Call today
800-842-1310

HOTPOINT heavy duty
extra large capacity washer and heavy duty large
capacity dryer Almond
$2751 pair Call 489-2346

FLEETWOOD
1994
Reflection 16x80, 3br, 2
bath C/HJA. Excellent condition. $20.500
753-1856, leave message
1995 LEGEND. 16x80. 3br,
2 bath. Vinyl, new paint/
floors. Financing available,
$260./ month Must be
moved Moving. Must sell!
435-4039
1998 16x80 Legend Gas
heat & stove 3br, 2 baths
Must be moved $24,000
obo Call 435-4401

20 acres 2 ponds, barn
Very nice 1997 16x60
mobile home w/ extras
chair
Green
3 position lift
$79,000
in color $400 753-8009
474-8404 evenings
CHERRY DR Suite Table.
4 lots 120ft/200ft 1997
6 chairs, China Cabinet
16x70
mobile
home,
$800 270-436-2007
garage & other out buildOAK Dining table with leaf ings Coleman RE 759and 6 chairs $250 Dresser 4118 Also 12x65 rent to
with mirror, chest head- own
board/foot board/ side rails
HM & Sons Moblome
for full size bed, $175/ set
Mover. 18yrs experience
sectional
(6
Blue modular
Licensed and insured in
pc ) w/2 recliner ends
Kentucky and Illinois 437$125 Call
3939.
489-2346
MOBILE HOME LOANS QUEEN Size Simmons 5% down, Refinancing/
back care mattress & box Equity Loans. Free sellers
springs with instamatic kit. Land or home loans.
frame. 3 months old
Repo and assumable
759-5328 after 5p.m
Green
Tree
loans.
NEW Recliner Chair
1/2 price. Also old all
leather chair. Cheap
1603 Keenland

CASE Ingersoll 446 Lawn
tractor w/ 44" deck $1900
753-1940 leave
OBO
message
RIDING Snapper lawn
mower. 81,2hp motor 33"
cut w/mulching attachment
and grass catching attachment Also 21- lawnboy
push mower in excellent
condition. Call 753-6349
WHOLESALE Prices on
flowering
pear
trees
Aristocrat.
Cleveland
Select and Bradford pear
in Root Control grow bags
2-3 inch caliper, 10-12ft
tall 1107 Potts Road,
Kirksey
Call 489-2756

Financial, 800-221-8204;
800-554-8717,
MUST Sell: Mobile Home
New appliances. new furnace. underpinning &
steps $4500 Call
437-4791.

NICE 16x80 $350 plus
deposit. 5 miles South of
Murray. 492-8488.280
NICE 2br No pets
753-9866

Estates," Fox
COACH
Meadows, located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities. offer
City Police and Fire
Protection Lots with City
Water, sewer and trash
pick up furnished. $95
753-3855
DOUBLE Wide Lease lots
Purchase option
753-9270

1973 FORD 2 ton 36.xxx
miles 801 Ford tractor with
bush hog Real nice 7533696
200 GALLON Spray rig.
with pump 3pt hitch.
753-2452 after 5.30p.m.
ALLIS- Chalmers 11 row
hard drill 15 inch rows
$3500 435-4305

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
LOTS For rent
Toskuna Place
753-9270.

_
PRIME building site available for 2-3 yrs Coleman
RE 759-4118

210
Firewood
SEASONED FirewoodU-haul 753-4109
220

Musical
MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street. Murray
Guitars. Amps. Strings,
Picks, etc. Hours:
10am- 6pm Mon- Fri.
12pm- 4pm Sat
"THE Music Crib"
668 Greenplain Road
5 miles South of 641
*Guitars
*Amps, Etc
Low Over Head!
Low Prices,
New Inventory!
270-492-8691
M-F 12+9
Sat 10+5

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT
New & Used. Engine & PTO
Pumps, Aluminum & PVC Pipe,
Soft & Hard Hose Travelers, all for
water and slurry, parts also. We
Rent Slurry Pumping Equipment.

TUCKASEE IRRIGATION
1-800-725-5986

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-9621

Houses For Rent
2BR Duplex Quiet neighborhood $300/ month
$300/ deposit No pets
753-6870, leave message
28R Near Hospital 207S
11th St $275 753-3415,
753-7123
2BR, Like new townhouse
C/H/A appliances Very
nice Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
2BR near MSU $325
Water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
3BR, 2 bath Duplex. Good
location. $500./ month. Call
759-8574.
3BR, 2 bath 5353 121S
Call 489-2296
3BR duplex Can be seen
during the day from 9-4
Call after 6 270-527-5540
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity

Apartments
HILLDALE
now taking applications for
1,2, & 3 bedroom apts
Equal Opportunity
Housing.
TDD# 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 287.
Office phone 437-4113
Hours Mon-Fri
7:30AM-3:30PM
NEW 1br apt. University
Heights. Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d. $325.
Deposit, no pets. 7534937. M-F, 8-5.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2BR
refrigerator
No pets
Ridgewood

duplex. Stove,
Lease/deposit
$425. 1819
753-7457

NOW available
1 room studio. lust off campus New carpet, remodeled. Coleman RE 7594118.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221

E1-14

1BR apt available all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt stove, refrigerator, D/W. W/D, and ceiling
fans. Clean, no pets
753-9841 or 436-5496
1BR Apt Walk to MSU
Clean 753-2084

TIRED Of Big Utility Bills"?
We have an apt for you
Furnished or unfurnished
$225/ month No pets. no
lease required 753-3949
Cell- 841-0166

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting at
5200,mo 753-4109

1BR, 1 bath in town
Partially furnished $180 a
month Deposit required
No pets Available immediately. 759-1519 Leave
message
1BR 1 bath 112 blocks
from MSU $225 plus
deposit No pets
References required
Daytime753-3949 ABH- 759-3050
1BR, 1 bath 11.12 blocks
MSU W'D hook up $250
plus deposit No pets
References
required
Daytime 753-3949 ABH759-3050
1BR duplex apt Very
clean
nice
area
Appliances furnished Call
753-8588
2BR Apt near campus, no
pets Days 753-5980 7531203 after 5pm
2BR DUPLEX
1411-A
Hillwood Dr $425/ month
759 4406

LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home
Share
large living room. kitchen
& bath. w/d. cable tv Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry $190 plus deposit
of $125 Utilities included
753-9211
ROOM For Rent $200
759-3768

For the best possible prices

Murray s 1st Enterprise Zone"
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choosy

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
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12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available
To Apprec,a,f
*v.loatite For Viewing 415 S
4 40 • Cali For

With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566
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GOLDEt
Puppies
Pedigree
8059

HAY Fo

Kig
STORAGE-

Pets & Supplies
GET Hook, round & tape
rotational
worms with
worming. Use Happy Jack
Tapeworm tablets in rotation with Happy Jack LiquiVictl At Southern States
(www.happylackinc corn)

712
Thi.
7

SAT. MARCH 11TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY

1000'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN MS AUCTION
WE NEVER KNOW WHAT WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
IF YOU NEED IT - IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE

100 TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - BACKHOES - TRUCKS

IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!!

CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS

Hay
and
the

THOUSANDS... TO MAYFIELD, KY
BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT ON
Wednesday - Thursday - Or Friday
MARCH 8TH - 9TH - 10TH
STAFF & LOADERS WILL BE AVAILABLE
8:00 A.M TO 6:00 P.M. EACH DAY...
UNTIL THE LOT IS FULL...
DON'T MISS THIS HUGE ANNUAL EVENT!
Only Farm Related Hems Will Be Accepted!!
Please No Worn 77res, Battered Fuel Tanks
We Onry Accept items That in (fur Drscretion Are SaJeaMe

JAMES R. CASH
1 'AUCTIONEER REAL ESTATE BROKER
i
RC FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466

HI

Dish
&
micn
sheE
Babi

"THE SELLING MACHINE"
AUCTION STARTS AT 9:00 A.M.

-G• • • * • •- * • • • • •- • 17 • • ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SAT. MAR.18TH AT 10:00 A. M.
The Il_an Astarna 1EState
21654 Adiannis Milt Ftcl
MI E/MIR ICA ED NZ, *CIF
From Cadiz West Edge. Take Hwy 139 North 2 7
Miles To Adams Mill Rd From 1-24 At Exit 56,
ake Hwy 139 South 5 Miles To Adams Mill Rd,
Proceed East 2 Miles!! Signs Posted'

0 ACRES

2.3g

In 8 Tracts Bff Combinations
Great Country Settings!!

Homebuilders • Farmers • Investors
Mini Tracts • Great Building Sites
Bottom Farm Land • Good Ridge Land
Barns • Facilities • Pasture
Fences • Well • Pond • Trees
Water Line Along Adams Mill Road
FGU1- A IC IFSIEAG IE

At

Sellin
tu re ,

ware,

firepl
an all

CD F

5 ACRES • 8 ACRES • 14 ACRES • 16 ACRES
19 ACRES • 33 ACRES' 45 ACRES' 86 ACRES
Real Estate Sells At 11:00 A.M.
Tract 3 - 33.99 Acres
With A Country Frame Home
Gas Central Heat & Air
Buildin.s • Barn • Pond • Pasture
15%Down With A Minimum
Deposit Of S3,000.00 Per Tract,
Balance In 30 Days!!
2169 LBS OF BURLEY POUNDAGE
1.73 ACRES OF FIRE CURED BASE
WILL BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND!!
FSA FARM #143
EFFECTIVE 2000 SEASON
AMOUNTS INDICATED ARE THE 1999 QUOTA

TOBACCO BASE MUST BE PAID FOR IN FULL SALE DAY!!
BUYER MUST MEET TRiGG CO FSA REQUIREMENTS & STIPULATIONS'
FARM EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS

HOUSEHOLD HIGHLIGHTS..SELL AT MOO A.N.
•-Kitchen Cabinets • Kitchen Table • Chairs •
•efrigerator • Microwave • Matching Sofa oveseat - Chair • Odd Tables • Side Chairs • 3 Pc
aple Bedroom Suite • Household Miscellaneous

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
Household Items Sell At 10:00 A.M.
Heal Estate Sells At 11:00 A.M.
Equipment Sells Alter Real Estate

SA1
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AKC Rol
Retrie
Colors
Golden t
Dysplasii
Wormed
Premises
Will Be R
270-474Leave fiA(
DOG obe
private E
years 43

EASTSIDE

If

Ml/St Sf•P

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

•

110,

C-STORAGE
HAZEL 2BR., appliances
10x15 storage units, 4th St
Lease/deposit/references
& Sycamore E Next to
492-8526
Cunningham Auto Repair.
NICE 2br House available
753-3571
March 8th. Stove, refriger
CREEKVIEW STORAGEator, dishwasher. Natural
$20-$40 On Center Drive
gas, C/H/A, w/d hookup. 2
Behind Tom's Grille
minutes
Just
garage.
car
759-4081
from town. $450 month
storage
NORTHWOOD
plus deposit. No pets. Call
units availpresently
has
753-5543.
PANORAMA Shores/ Lake able. 753-2905 or 753View. 2br, 1 bath. C/H/A, 7536
partially furnished. $400/
month plus deposit. 270436-2136. Available 4-1.
SMALL 1br, newly decorated country. home.Close to
Lake. Possible horse _barn
available. $295/./Month.
119 Kam • 753-6266Security deposit required.
270-474-2520.

D 4020 Ds1 Tractor w Cab • JD 2030 Ds1 Tractor •
ord 2000 Gas Tractor • JD 4400 Combine, Both
eads • JD 45 Combine • JD 435 Round Baler "Like
2 (3br) Houses Gas heat
ew" • NH 67 Square Baler "Twine Tie'. • NH 256
consider rent to own
Rake • NH 462 Disc Mower • Woods 214 Wing Fold
753-4109
utter • 2-JD Mowers • Round Bale Unroller •
2BR Upstairs $285/ moon
ewanee & JD 9' Wheel Disc • JO 6' Drag Disc • Post
plus deposit 2 bath, down
ole Digger • JD 3 & 4 Bottom Plows • JD 14 Hole
stairs $400/ month plu,, *rill • 3 Pt Pond Scoop • PTO Seeder • Gravity
deposit
Entire House
agon • Cultipacker • Ferguson 2 Row Culti • 4obacco Scaffolds • 3 Pt Blade • 3 Pt Subsoiler • Big
$650 + deposit Call 489
•* 5 Shank Ripper • Potato Plow • Pull Sprayer • 3
2296
• PTO Spreader • Boom Pole • Misc Barn Items...
2BR, all appliances
...uare Bales Of Straw • Tobacco Sticks.., Portable
furnished Water fur, ir Compressor "Like New"...'84 & '75 Chevy
nished $350 plus deposit •ickups •'79 Chevy Grain Truck wHoist,Racks • '57
hevy 2 Ton Truck
753-9620 after 7p m

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
I

753-3853

Rouses For Rent

Need Furniture? Bedding?
since 1958

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

DUPLEX, 2br 18021:2-A
Monroe Ave $375
753-8002
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
THE EVENT OF THE TEAM
St., now accepting applica11-1H1 E A Pa PA LIAR_ GIGANTIC
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY
tions for 2br townhouses
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F
( AL.X.ir
4'31rX41:01%1 )
Call 753-1970. Equal
Opportunity.
Housing

SPACIOUS, Very nice
duplex. 2br, 2 full baths,
garage.
Located
or
Michelle Drive. Just North
of town, behind Cain's. All
appliances
included
Washer/ dryer, dishwasher.
garbage disposal. All the
extras. Lease/ deposit
required. Call after 5p.m
767-0912

Apartments For ROM

2BR, Stove, refrigerator
$300
Electric
heat
month Plus deposit, refer
ences 270-492-6159
4BR House for rent 21/2
baths With C/H/A 1705
Miller Owner on Premises
9am- 4p m Call 759-3660

7 _ _,

FANCY FARM, KY.270-623-8466 I RC!
THE SELLING MACHINE

CaN For Iniellar•

Wrestle -www.lastssrcaskosrs

0ong

•••'

•• ø..'.,..w
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• •
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totals
460

460

leach
:orage

Units
ible

1853

RAGE
units, 4th St
E Next to
luto Repair
1571

STORAGE:enter Drive
rn's Gritle
081
storage
D
units avail05 or 753-

[
'IRONS*For Ws
AKC Registered Golden
Retriever Puppies.
Colors Dark To Light
Golden No History Of Hip
Dysplasia
Shots
&
Wormed_ Sire & Dame On
Premises $200 Puppies
Will Be Ready March 19th
270-474-8340
Please
Leave Message
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
GOLDEN
Puppies
Pedigrees
8059

Retriever
Champion
$200 247-

SIDE

a

HAY For Sale 753-8251
400

:AGE

Yard Sale

3BR
2 bath Laketron
Subdivision with 4 lots
total New septic system
$34,900 435-4632
NEW Concord Area,
3 very nice log cabins on
small lake lot Call Johnny
901-641-6900 or 901-6931113
440

3BR 2 bath downstairs
Cozy 2br upstairs C/H/A,
appliances, 1 2/3 acres
Selling for less than
appraisal 489-2296

4BR 2 story older house in
Hazel 2 1/2 garage, 24
pool, stove, fridge & dishwasher $49,900
270-492-8144

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:

Lots For We

•Average credit (not perfect)

•Steady income history
112 ACRE Lot 7 miles
North of Murray. 753-1967
3/4 ACRE Lots. All undercity
utilities
ground
Woodgate/ Gatesborough
area. $16,900. 435-4632.
MURRAY Estates Lots for
sale, city limits Private
country style living Watch
for our entrance on 94W
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040

Homes For Sale

Horses For Silo

•.1
Ili
ER:1 1

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down

•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.875%, APR 9.0(T/ - 30 yr. fixed
Refer to Ad *21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

38R 2 bath brick home
Almost new, cathedral ceilings White kitchen 2 car
garage $91,200
759-8749
3BR, 2 bath on land 2/10
acre Has front, back porch
& patio 1 mile from White
Beach
474-8626,
Weekends- 931-721-3575
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick Double lot,
town's edge
Easy financing
753-4109/ 759-8093
HOUSE And 2 acres for
sale Southwest of Murray
435-4568
OPEN DAILY- New 4br,
21/2 bath home at 2002
Rugby Drive in Campbell
Est. Call 753-3903 for further information.

Real Estate & Personal Property

753-6266

iund & tape
rotationa
Happy Jack
)lets in rotaly Jack Liquihern States
ckinc corn)

YARD
SALE
713% Elm Si.
Thurs. & Sat.
Misc. 3 Family
Sale

mirmiC

•

S AUCTION
' BE HERE

SIZES
IUCKS
'IPT1ON!!

'BRINGS

ED, KY

NT ON
Friday
10TH
A1LABLE
I DAY...

ilstins For Sale

APPROX 10 acres will
divide into 5 acre tracts,
lust oft Coles Campground
Road on Springs Rd
753-9502, 559-5062

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Acmage
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up.
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for private showing today. 7532905.
460
Roams For Sale
3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage
41i2 acres, 30tt pool Must
see' 753-2279
4BR. 21/2 bath. Brick.
Fireplace, garage, large
deck. Plus extra rental
space. Fish pond with
gazebo on 8 acres of land
753-6965, 328-8321

HUGE GARAGE SALE
94 E. to 280 - 4 1/2 miles to
Wright Rd. 2nd house on left.

EVENT/

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

:copied/I
eel Tanks
Ire Saleable

Dishwasher, clothes rack, patio set, coffee
& end tables, chest, hot water heater,
microwave & cart, 6x8 area rugs, dresser,
sheets. comforter, bedspreads, Beanie
Babies.

0 A.M.

ION

3 A. M.

sAsaist
1 Rd
SCIF

North 2 7
itkt Exit 56,
ns Mill Rd,

dons
sips!!
westors

1Sites

Ige Land
lure
Trees

ii Road
•••

E

Olv

16 ACRES
86 ACRES
10 A.M.

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds
every day for a
month - incl/Shopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.

I:00 A.M.

• Chairs •
ng Sofa hairs • 3 Pc
alismious

F SALE11

00 A.M.
A.M.
1 Eaters,

61-17

For more information call

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall- Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Absolute Real Estate Auction

Absolute
Auction

At 629 North 4th St., Murray, KY
Mrs. Ruth M. Holland - Owner

Selling antiques and collectables. lots of furniture, lots of good old glassware, pottery ironware, old stain glass windows, old primitives,
fireplace mantels and much more. This will be
an all day sale.

Lic. No. 471 Firm 1561
Ph. 901-243-4811 or 243-4882

BUCHANAN, TN. COMMUNITY - From
Buchanan go Rabbit Creek Rd. 2.4 miles to Perry
Cemetery Rd.. go left 1/2 mile to Red Top Rd. - go
right 1/2 mile to Carl Chandler Rd. go to 1 mile to
auction. Signs will he posted.

This 3 bedroom house and 3.5 acres lot. Zoned B-2.
Terms: 15% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
Make your lead base paint inspection prior to auction date. You will he asked to give
up your 10 day post inspection.
For more information call

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn 41281 Firm 2333

"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays
Absolute
Auction

40 John Deere tractor w/cultivators + Vermeer hay
roller 605 F(good condition)+(2) New Holland hay.
rakes + New Holland conditioner + 2 row New
Holland tobacco setter + (7) scaffold wagons +
Vermeer hay wagon (1) roll + 2-row John Deere
planter + Lincoln SA 200 welder. gas, 4 cylinder +
40 ft. box trailer w/pull dollie (good condition) +
WW Beef Master cattle chute + 400 new metal fence
posts + barb -,wire + MX)gal. fuel tank +(2)sorghum
mills + (2) grinders + (If skimmer pan + 5 ft. bush
hog + John Deere 3 bottom plow
ft. J.D. disc +
spray rig + hay fork + woOd splitter + wood cookstove + culvert pipe 7 ft. x 20 ft. + wagon load of
assorted metal pipe + chains + boomers + hardwood
lumber + plywood + windows & storm windows +
Bowman metal bolt bin full of new bolts & nuts +
bushel baskets + reduction gears + 2 row side dresser + herd seeder + drill press + air compressor + battery charger + post hole digger.(Don Hueser)3 point
hitch + load of bridge timber + grow lights + hoes.
axes, shovels, hammers, post hole diggers + 4 tine
sub soder + lots of box lots + MUCH MORE.
•••"At;ctioneerc Note. Make plans to spend the dos

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

V. 7441tos Action.Setace
Doug Taylor, Auctioneer • Beth Ts,ter. App. Auctionerf
Te. 1k non • Firm 01762 • Tn. Lie. 44664
Weide Aseid•wd

gerre,

Barn For Rent
DARKFIRED. Holds 21/2
Between
acres.
3
Coldwater and Stella. 4892116
470

1984 FORD F-350 Flatbed
Irrigation pump, gun and
pipe Bass hunter 2-man
boat with trolling motor
489-2308 after 5p m
1987 Toyota 4x4 Many new
parts $3,000 or best offer
Call 437-3130, leave message Owner anxious to
sell
1988 DODGE Dakota
V-8 Auto, high miles
For sale or trade
270-354-8973

illotorcydestArts
1995 Yamaha Virago 750.
Beautiful pearl red & white.
Windshield, saddlebags,
road-pegs, fork-bag, &
tank-bra. New rear tire
Never seen rain. $3.750.00
753-0388
1998 H.D. Dynavvide
95th Anniversary model,
(#1609 of 1998). Only
4500 miles since new.
Over $5,000 in H.D.
Genuine
accessories
including cam kit, lowering
kit, windshield, thunder star
wheels and thousands of
chrome and accessories.
Over $23,000_ invested.
Perfect. Cocoa/ Cream
paint. $19,000. firm. 270753-4408 or 559-7262.
200 H.D. Heritage Solna!'
Classic. Factory custom
red/ marble flame paint
(#78 of 100), less than
1000 miles since new'
Licensed and registered
12/21/99. All genuine H.D.
including
accessories,
running
bars,
crash
boards, driving lights, tool
bag, studded bags. plus
hundreds of dollars of
chrome. Perfect. Also have
new black fenders and
tank still in the box! Over
invested.
$24,000
$21,500. firm. 270-7534408 or 559-7262.
2000 H.D. 1200 Sportster
Custom. Concord purple.
Less than 1000 miles since
new! Licensed and regis10-26-99. Over
tered
$1200 of chrome. All H.D.
genuine pieces. Perfect.
$10,000. firm.
270-753-4408 or
559-7262.

Absolute Real Estate Auction

A bsolute
Auction

Saturday, March 18, 2000• 1:00 p.m.
Selling the farm home place of Mr. Rex Jones and Mrs. Betty
Jones. From Murray, KY take 94 East 8.0 miles to Holland
Cemetery Road, turn right, 2nd house on right.

Will sell this 86± .acre farm and a nice 3 bedroom brick house
with unattached garage with living quarters in back and outside
storage. Timber people need to look at this farm.
Terms on Real Estate: 10% down day of sale, balance in 30 days
with passing of deed.
Make your lead base paint inspection prior to auction date. You will be asked
to give up your 10 day post inspection.
For more information call

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bondori i

Ky & loon ii1281 Firm 2333

"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

•

1993 DODGE Dakota
Excellent condition $2700
obo 759-5144
1996 CHEVY Blazer LS. 4
door, 4x4. 54,xxx miles. All
the buttons. $14,000. 8-5,
M-F 753-4451 after 5p.m.
& weekends 753-1580.

Mired

Oftsrod
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272
All
Carpentry,
ALL
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling,
additions,
porches, decks. Rotten
roofs.
floors, sagging
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References.
Licensed & insured. Call
Larry Nimmo Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353.
Accept Visa or Mastercard.

1997 FORD F-150. V-6,
auto., 22,xxx actual miles.
Tilt, cruise, bed liner. Still
under warranty. Silver
graphics. $15,000.
901-247-3070.
1998 DODGE Ram SLT
Laramie. Loaded, leather,
power windows, power
locks Black, 31,xxx miles.
Still has full warranty,
$17,900. 435-4632
DOHS
1977 ITASCA Motor home
26ft, full equipped, very
good condition $5500.
759-8373 after 5:30p.m.
and weekends.
WINNEBAGO
1988
454.
w/
Chieftain
Generator, A/C, gas heat.
Satellite TV., new Berber
carpet, new tires, new
awning. Excellent shape
56,xxx miles. $17.900.
435-4632.
Creek
Cypress
ON
ResortLakeview R V
Innsbrook
34'
1994
Camper super slide-out,
2BR , screened porch,
deck, 10'x12' storage bldg
$14,900 OBO 759-1987

FENCINLI
Midway Fence Company
Chain link & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dicke Farley
759-1519.
FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters gutter supplies gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters
753-0278
HANDYWORKi odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Yes, we clean gutters Ph
'753-2388 or 436-5759

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging.
Free Estimates '
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors2cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
1-800-636-5262.
LAWNS Mowed!
18yrs. Experience If your
interested in dependability
& quality call 492-6134
after 5p.m

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
DAVES Carpentry
Home Improvement
Remodels Decks,
Additions We Do It Right
270-474-8417
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
• Completely
Insured,
Mobile. Phone 502-7594734.
DAVID'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT
*Replace rotten or water
damaged floors
floor
*Install braces &
Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water
and drain lines
-Install moisture barriers
Plus... all other home
David
improvements
Gallimore, Owner. Free
Estimates. 901-247-5422.

LAWNS Mowed
Guaranteed work
Call Now 435-4423

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
MORGAN'S Mowing
Service- Low prices,
free estimates 753-9210
ODD Jobs
Experience in concrete,
masonry, carpentry, painting, landscaping Almost
anything Call 759-5585
Ask for Rodney

14ft Aluminum Boat 25hp
rolling motor Depth findDEAD Shrub & Tree
ers $1500 436-2754 after
Removal Call
5p.m.
270-435-4645
WANT To Buy: Double
DORNBUSCH
Trailer for jet skis.
Construction
For Sale or Trade: Single Custom built homes, addi3on Witty Vehicles
1E111
trailers.
15' tions, remodels or repairs
ski
jet
Aluminum fishing boat with Call 753-1245
4x4
GMC
Jimmy
1986
18hp motor & trailer. 753ELECTRICAL
New auto trans. PW, AC,
8251.
New construction,
CD player. Custom wheels
remodeling, or just replac$3000. obo.
ing a switch.
753-3259.
Offend
Licensed & Insured
1994 JEEP Grand
753-0834
A-1 Tree Service
Cherokee Limited
tree
removal&
Stump
X- Sharp 72K Leather
spraying.
EXPERIENCED 17yr. old.
527-6048 or 527-2931
492-8737 or 437-3044.
will wash, wax & clean
1998 JEEP Sahara. Hard
Free estimates
inside your car Will pick up
top. Like new, with low
& deliver car within Murray
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
mileage. Call 759-1894,
city limits. References
Decks, Home Additions,
evenings.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding, available. 767-0515, leave
1996 S-10 Blazer. 4x4. Garages, Carports, Pole message.
Auto, 0.D., cruise, PW, Barns, Metal Buildings,
PL, 4.3 V-6. 4dr, leather Fencing. Hardwood Floors
interior, Cd player, new Installed
Finished
&
miles.
tires, 50,xxx
Workmanship
Quality
$15,500. 759-2316
Rates
Affordable
Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.

1

CLASSIFIED

Used Cars

Selling farm equipment & tools for Carl Chandler

PR I I ‘1,1,1STI\f

OWNERS WANT 0i-i-tH
Almo area live in one part,
rent the other 5br, 21/2
baths $89,500 Call Kim at
Park Avenue Properties
362-4224 or 362-4148

thadTroda

PERSONAL Touch
Home & Lawn Care
Fencing. Moving,
Landscaping 753-5904
Ask for Jason
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
roofs Free estimates
270-437-4559
ROOF LEAKING?
professional
Call
a
Residential, Commercial or
Industrial. 270-435-4645.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free
estimates Day or night
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming. leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg, aeration. overseeding
bed
fertilization,
&
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

M.S. Construction

BEECHAM'S AUCTION SERVICE
Henry. Tenn.
Gary S Beecham and Son Auctioneers

200 Adkins I.ane
Puryear. Tennessee 38251
Telephone 1901) 247-3781
eh cant

Personal Property: 3 piece bedroom suite - nice set of twin beds - odd
chest & vanity - 4 piece bedroom suite - nice curio cabinet - nice coffee
& lamp tables - new small marble top lamp table - nice free standing
jewelry chest - nice sofa & chair - small wood cabinet - color t.v. - large
throw rug - flower table - nice dining room table & chairs w/matching
china cabinet - wrought iron table & chairs - portable dishwasher washer & dryer - loveseat - upright freezer recliner - swivel rocker other odd chairs - quilt rack - vacuum cleaner - luggage - old books Lion bookends - brass items - electric sewing machine - sewing items clean material - nice vanity & table lamps - kerosene lamps - what not
items - pitcher & bowl - old glass water pitcher - punch bowl set - old
glass & china - Comingware - electric grill small kitchen appliances pots & pans - flatware - camerak - artificial flowers - old world globe pillows - bedspreads blankets - linens - placemats woven picnic basket - small heater - saber saw - drill motors - small air compressor - bug
zapper - electric leaf blower - electric line trimmer - exercise bike - glider & chairs - yard chairs - red wagon - wheel barrow - like new self propelled lawn mower - bird bath - step ladder - nuts. bolts & screws metal shelving .- hand & yard tools - super sharp 1990 Mercury Cougar
and much more. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Saturday, March 11 • 10:00 a.m.
At Henry Auction House in Henry Tenn.

SATURDAY, MAR. 18, 2000. 10:00 A.M.

I Tractor •
lbine, Both
Baler "Like
i" • NH 256
I Wing Fold
Unroller •
Disc • Post
JD 14 Hole
sr • Gravity
Culti • 4mioiler • Big
Sprayer • 3
irn Items...
s... Portable
'75 Chevy
,Racks • '57

Make your lead base paint inspection prior to auction date. You will be asked
to give up your 10 day post inspection.

Saturday, March 18, 2000 • 11:00 a.m.

FARM AUCTION

STIPULATIONS'
LIGHTS

This 3 bedroom brick - 2 bath - living room - eat-in kitchen laundry room - carport - outside storage - fenced in back yard central heat & air - paved drive - a nice clean quite location.
The bidding on real estate will start at 12 noon.
Terms on Real Estate: 15% down day of sale, balance in 30 days

AUCTION SALE

res

I BASE
HE LAND!!
RN 4143
lOTA
SALE DAY'

At the home place of Mrs. Irene Curry, 1405 Story in
Murray, KY. Just off South 16th Street. See Auction
Signs.

40,bus:totne

Home
ir
asture

num
Tract,
1
IDAGE

Saturday, March 11, 2000• 10:00 a.m.

7 a.m. - ?

CHINERY

10 A.M.
IELD KY

iff

460
Homes For Salo

1984 PONTIAC Sunbird
Convertible, Auto, PW, AM/
FM cassette. No rust, looks
& runs great. $1500.
767-0508.
1988 Z-24 Cavalier. 6 cyl
A/C good condition After
5PM 436-6041
CHRYSLER
1993
Concorde. Approx. 85,xxx
miles_ White with gray interior. Leather seats, power
windows & seats, CD player, cruise. Excellent condition. $6.100. 753-1052.
1993 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
GS. Red with sunroof PS,
air. 98,xxx miles. $3700
436-2482.
1994 Ford Explorer. 4DR.
Burgundy. Excellent condition. 435-4384 after 6pm.
1995 TAURUS. Like new.
83,xxx miles $5400
1994 Escort station wagon.
Very depend $3300 7532479

ADAM'S Home
Improvements
Additions, Decks, painting,
remodeling, replacement
windows, repairs, vinyl
siding, roofing.
No Job Too Small.
492-6267
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848.

1997 FORD Aspire Auto,
Air, stereo 40,xxx actual
miles Excellent condition
$4295 Call 437-4940

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling foundations, etc 436-2113

1999 HONDA Civic EX
Extra clean. 5,xxx miles
492-8737 Call between
5 & 9p m
MUST Sell, Nice 1995
Ford Escort LX wagon
Auto. AM/FM cassette.
126.000
road
miles
Regular service and maintenance Excellent condition $3200 obo 435-4478

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

twa
REDUCED
1998 Ford Windstar VanGL Luggage rack, traction
control dual err, 4 captain
chairs
33,000
miles
$13,800 (270)247-5265

COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages. decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592
CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding, additions. decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work Guaranteed Quality
Work 25 Years experience Call Walters
Contracting. 753-2592
CUSTOM bulldozing A
backhoe work septic sys
terns, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

XN

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125
h

re:,titer's

:=Moving=
Cross Count!),Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-636-5262 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

imspkins Pressure Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
*VINYL SIDING
*ROOFS - STREAKED
•RV's & TRAILERS
*DECK & PATIO RESEALING
*DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES
Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct.
Murray, KY

Landscape
lawncare

Scott Lam pkins

(270) 767-0062
Fencing
Decks

DOWN TO THE
BARE
KNUCKLES
Michael T Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

(270)489-2070
Coll (270) 210-0059

•
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Services Onersd

I

YARD Mowing
Also Quality trim work
experience
llyrs
References Leave message at 753-4352 Win
contact
YARD TECH
Lawn Care
Dependable insured
Residential or
Commercial 437-4723

WO
Services ()Mired

'99.95
Dish Network
In
'win

II

Biggest spring yard
sale to be held May 6

630

L

1

Ssnic" °tiered

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
UtEE to PRBIESTAR
Customers!!

d*sli

.1

DIREcTs,
Best Prices On Peps & Cd Phones
ome see us at our new location

NNW

4118 N. 12th St.
Hut)

FREE 5 month old kitten
Silver Tabby To give away
'59-8693

COMPETITION HELD...The Murray State University Regional
Science Bowl recently hosted 11 high school teams in a
competition that tested the students' knowledge of astronomy, biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics, and earth,
computer and general science. The team from Calloway
County High School included (front row, from left) Courtney Potter. Bethany Pate and Sarah Johnson, and (back
row, from left) Melissa Green (coach), John Carr (alternate)
and Tom Moore.

Wanted
WANTED To lease tobacco
for 2p00 crop year. Willing
to p* up front Call 502?68-5272 or. 502-2683394
(

HOW TO
REACH US
BY FAX
•F

By qualified installers
We install carpet, vinyl, tile.
Ph hardwood & laminated
floors.
•
Residential or
Commercial

753-1927
lifruER&TIM.S
1001 Whitnell Ave.

Southwest to host
Governor's Cup

Carpet Installation Inc.

center stage.
Trophies are awarded to the
and second-place team winfirst11.
Competition March
Individual awards are given
ners.
repschools
five
be
will
There
to the first four finishes in each
resented at the district level: Mtray Elementary, South Marshall Ele‘ subject area.
The top two overall schools
mentary, Benton Elementary, East
Elementary and Southwest Ele- will advance to the regional level
of competition, along with the top
mentary.
four scorers in each subject areas.
Governor's Cup Competition is
Registration begins at 8 a.m. with
at
way
by the Kentucky Assosponsored
under
getting
contest
the
9 a.m. All of the events are open ciation for Academic Competition.
The local students are all fourthto the public.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec 21)
include
fifth-graders who have comand
will
events
morning
The
** Your energy sags. possibly because
math,
with area schools throughpeted
in
tests
assessment
written
you are so overwhelmed by work and
others• needs. Feel free to change plans if science, language arts, social stud- out the year.
Closing award ceremonies are
need be. you might be better off cutting ies and general knowledge.
On Friday afternoon, teams will expected to take place late Saturback for now Take extra work home if
need be You get a lot done quickly. compete in Future Problem-Solv- day afternoon.
Tonight Easy does it
For more information, call
ing Competition. On Saturday afterCAPRICORN Dec 22-Jan 19)
noon, the quick recall teams take Southwest Elementary at 762-734S
Southwest Elementary School
o. ill host the district Governor's Cup

759-1591

tkei

ICL_4SSIF7EO

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. March
10. 2000
You have much to say. but you often
worry about others reactions Learn to
be your own person Don't let yourself
be intimidated You are a tot etearerthan
you realize. Some look to you as an
authority Know when to say "enough is
you are single. you might
enough
find the early stages of courting uncomfortable at times Get to know another
very well, so you can be comfortable
Don't move too quickly If attached, it is
important to keep expressuig yourself.
even when you want to close yourself
off Be aware of a tendency to overreact
TAURUS helps you communicate more
effectively
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive
s-Dynamic.
Have
3-Average. 2-So-so. I -Difficult

**** You mean well, but you might
not be able to handle a risk that a child or
loved one wants you to take. Firmls
stand your ground You ultimately know
what is best for you Clear your desk.
return calls and make plans for the weekend Tonight TGIF with friends.
AQUARIUS iJan 20-Feb. 18)
*** Family proves to be testy and
exhausting Understand more of what
you need to do to make anotfier happier
You can't always have the control you
think you need Don't lose your temper
in frustration Indulge a family member
Tonight Order in
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
**** Take the initiative and get past
an immediate problem, Your sense of
humor helps another lighten up. Laughter
is contagious. Don't worry so much
about how others react. Stay levelheaded
and direct with those around you.
Completely- explain an idea. Tonight:
Out

Jason Eases, the son of Sharon

Eaves of Murray. has been named
to the -A" Honor Roll at Georgetown College for the 1999 fall
semester.

Students named to the "A"
Honor Roll must earn 12 semester hours and have a grade point

A student from Murray is among

Advertising
& Supply

BANNERS/PENNANTS
BINDERS
BOOKMARKS
BUSINESS CA R
BUSINESS GIFTS
BUTTONS/BADGES
CALENDARS
CAPS & JACKETS
CLOTH BAGS
CLOCKS
('OFFEE MUGS
ENVELOPES
GOLF BALLS & TEES
GREETING CARDS
ICE SCRAPERS
KEY TAGS
KNIVES
LAPEL PINS

unusual talent and forbearance Reach
out for another, make an effort to break
past barriers Your nerves could be fried
from work and the demands you put on
yourself Worry less about completing
every detail Tonight Catch a movie
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
** ** Feedback from a partner could
he difficult to hear Recogniie what is
happening and take a breather Another
might simply he difficult and cantankerous Dig into work Relax and don't let
today's flak get to you Tonight Mellow
out in a hot tub
SCORPIO (Oct 21-Noy 21)
**•Clearly you don't have the whole
story, and you might wonder if you want
to know it Others express defiance and
difficulty Family remains unpredictable
A problem on the homefront unnerves
you A touch of romance sparks your
energy Tonight Let the good times roll

For more information about the
city-wide yard sale, contact the
Murray Tourism at (270) 759-2199
or by e-,41 at muttour@apex.net.

Bull Power 2000, heifer
sale to be held March 11
Bull Power 2000 and Customer

Appreciation Heifer Sale will be
held at noon March 11 at the West
Kentucky Exposition Center.
Herdsmen will be able to choose
production stock from a lot of 30
yearling and I8-month-old herd
sire prospects.
Bulls are 95 percent polled, 60
percent black and 40 percent red
with many tested for homozygous
black.
Sires include Black In Style,
Cocoa, Echo, JBOB Elderado (3/4
brother to Carolina Power), Extra,
Grand Prix, Innovator„ MI New
Wave (maternal brother to Grand
Prix by New Trend), Polled Gizmo,
Powerstroke and JBOB Prime Time.
There is a one-year satisfaction
guarantee on every bull. All bulls
are performance tested and all measurements important to progressive

beef producers have been recorded.
The heifer sale will include
approximately 60 Open Gelbviehcross heifers that have been handpicked from customers. Information about herd health and breeding soundness requirements can be
obtained from any of the sponsors.

The sale is sponsored by S&S
Gelbvieh, Arthur Slaughter of Fredonia and David Slaughter of
Calvert City and from Georgetown, Steve McIntosh of McIntosh Farms and Jimmy Wynn of
Wynn Gelbvieh.
The Expo Center is located near
the Murray State University campus, on College Farm Road. For
more information call S&S Gelbvich at 270-395-1997 or the Expo
Center at 270-762-3125.

Located 12 miles from Lex-

TI441

ington. Ky., in the heart of the
Bluegrass, Georgetown College is
a four-year, private liberal arts

r4E

tAti

institution affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist Convention.

MEMO PADS
PENS & PENCILS
RAIN BONNETS
RAIN GUAGES
STICK FANS
SUN SHIELDS
T-SHIRTS
TAPE MEASURES
THERMOMETERS
UMBRELLAS
VINYL BAGS
VISORS
WATCHES
WEARABLES
WHISTLES
YARDSTICKS
YO YO'S
& MORE

"You Feel No Pain When You Buy From Cain."

show.
Lipscomb is associated with
Churches of Christ and offers more
than 100 major programs of study
leading to bachelor's degrees in
five liberal arts colleges featuring
22 academic departments. Master's
degrees are available in Bible,
business administration and education.

CHECKING OUT MSU...Ryan Seay of Murray, a senior at
Murray High School, recently interviewed at Murray State
University for a Presidential Scholarship. He is the son of
Rob and Debbie Seav. Also pictured is Dr. Don Robertson,
MSU vice president for student affairs. The four-year renewable scholarship is Murray State's most prestigious award
and covers the cost of tuition, room, board and fees.

Adafete Deg-W:400
716:44,Si2000

Photo by Allmon Photottr•phy

Don't miss our annual "Miss Spring"
special edition to be published
Monday, March 20th.
To advertise in this special publication call our
advertising department at

(270) 753-1916
Jim Green •Lori Andrus •Vanessa Feagin
Karen Birdsong•Mary Ann Orr
%if KR 11
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average of 3.75 or higher.

Hutchens attends Lipscomb

those attending classes at LipARIES (March 21-April 191
** Expenses go out of whack A goal
scomb University for the first time
you-are about to arrive at seems to disapthis spring.
pear from the honzon. Unexpected
developments keep you busy evaluating
Nick Hutchens, a biblical studyour budget. Say no when you need to
ies major from Coach Estates in
Intuition works with money presently
Murray, is among nearly 2,290
Tonight Balance your checkbook first'
BORN TODAY
students enrolled in the universiTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Actress Sharon Stone (1958)
ty at large this semester. figures
***-Hold on tight' Others prove to be
demanding and the best-laid plans go up
in smoke Bosses want what they want.
when they want it You have little choice
but to be diligent. Clear out problems
before fleeing out the door Remember
your long-term resolutions Tonight
Whatever makes you smile
,GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** Assume a low profile. Information
comes forward that might cause you to
regroup and rethink Others might be
startled, but ultimately you feel that the
burden has landed in your lap Recognize
vs her you need to say no MobiliLe selldiscipline Tonight Head on home
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
it ** Never lose sight of the pot of
gold that's over the rainbow You might
James H. & Helen Cain, Owners
wonder what you are going to do with an
96 Coles Campground Road • Murray, KY 42071
irascible, touchy associate Explore
(270) 759-1602 • (800) JHC-AVAS (542-2827)
options but recognize that others might
Fax (270) 759-4411
not be as forthcoming as usual. Be sensitive. and you'll come out on top Tonight •
In Business Since /965
Where your friends are
22)
23-Aug.
(July
LEO
We Would Like The Honor Of Serving You.'
*** Pressure builds. Getting out of the
office takes unusual talent and perseverLETTERHEADS
APPLIQUES
ance. An associate's unexpected behavLIGHTERS
AUTO ACCESSORIES
ior leads you in a new direction You feel
LITTER BAGS
you have your hands full. Listen to
AUTO DECALS
another. Make an effort to work as a
MAGNETIC SIGNS
BALLOONS
team. Tonight Chill out with a good
fnend.
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept 22)
*le* Maintaining an oyerview takes

county as well.
"The city-wide yard sale does
not exclude people who live out
in the county. Those who do not
have a site in Murray often set
up booths in the new city park
parking lot."
Maps with the descriptions of
items to be sold at each yard sale
will be available for $1 at the
Murray Tourism Commission located inside the Commerce Centre at
805 N. 12th St., May 5 from 7:30
a.m. - 4:30 p.m. and the day of
the yard sale from 6 a.m.-noon.

Eaves named to honor roll

JHC

{:*

West Kentucky's Biggest Spring
Yard Sale will be held May 6
from 7 a.m.- 3 p.m.
Bargain hunters from all around
will converge in Murray that day
for a full day of shopping. Seasoned "yard-salers" won't want to
miss this opportunity to find a
few good bargains.
"There are usually around 100
yard sales in town that day," said
Judy Gargus, executive director.
"Believe it or nor, those 100 yard
sales attract shoppers from all over
western Kentucky, as well as southern Illinois, western Tennessee and
even southeastern Missouri.
According to Gargus, not only
people in town participate in the
yard sale, but those living in the
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Perhaps the
child you wrote about who insisted on
wearing tight pants was a victim of
child abuse. When my daughter was 7,
she was molested by a 15-year-old
neighborhood boy. Thereafter, for
months, she insisted on tight waist
bands for her clothing, in an attempt,
I suppose, to protect herself from further injury. She didn't have the ability
to tell me what had been done to her,
so much to my grief, I remained clueless until, in her early 20s, she put
herself into therapy.
Your advice should have included a
physical exam to check for sexual
abuse.
DEAR READER: You are absolutely correct and I thank you for sharing
such a personal and devastating experience. Children respond to abuse in
many ways, some of which are difficult for adults to interpret. And I am
grateful to be reminded that the
despicable crime of sexual molestation should be aggressively invegigated in any youn&ster whose behavior
seems odd or out of place.
DEAR DR. GOTT: You often
respond to elderly readers with poor
circulation, falling hair, deteriorating
vision and split fingernails — all

record-

include
elbviehm handMformabreeds can be
e spon-

Kumho •
Bridgestone • Firestone

• ciloodyeat

by S&S
of Frehter of
Georgef McInWynn of

"t

symptoms that used to bother me.
However, once 1 began a multivitamin
supplement, my problems disappeared. It worked for me. Perhaps
some of your readers might be helped,
too.
DEAR READER: Most adults
obtain sufficient vitamins and minerals from a well-balanced diet.
However, in some cases such as
yours, nutritional supplements may
provide striking health benefits. The
rationale for this is unknown. Perhaps
many seniors are simply not absorbing the vitamins that they need or, for
some reason, they merely require
more. This is why I routinely suggest
multi-vitamin/mineral supplements
for elderly patients, especially during
the winter months. Although this
practice is far from being accepted by
all nutrition experts, it may do a lot of
good and certainly can't harm. Be
careful not to overdo, however,
because so-called "megavitamin"
therapy can cause serious health
problems. To give you related information, I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Fads I: Vitamins &
Minerals." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What do the initials M.D. and D.O. mean? Would I
have a problem going to a D.O. for my
diabetes'?
DEAR READER: M.D. means doctor of medicine; D.O. means doctor of
osteopathy. Although M.D.s and D.O.s
receive slightly different post-graduate training, most states consider the
two disciplines to be equal and subject
to the same licensing requirements.
Therefore, I believe that you would be
perfectly safe to trust your case to a
well-trained osteopath. The caliber of
treatment offered by such a practitioner should be identical to that supplied by an M.D.
NO)NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
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IT TOOK YEARS 9uT
THEY —
HE DEVELOPED A MUST'VE BEEN
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REALLY UGLY
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THAT'S CLYDE
BUMSTEAD, A FAMOUS
HORSE BREECER
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 70-year-old
Republican woman. I attended high
school with fewer than 300 students
in the late '40s. Two young women
died of botched abortions, devastating their families and friends.
(Abortions were illegal then.)
When my own children were in
high school in the '70s, a young
couple who were "going steady"
became pregnant. They terminated
the pregnancy early on at a reputable clinic. Few knew about it.
The relationship ended after a few
months. Both went on to graduate
from college, marry others, and now
have stable families with two and
three children respectively.
My grandson is the result of a
caring birth mother choosing to
place the child she could not care for
up for adoption - thereby giving
happiness to the child as well as to
our family.
The key word is "choice." Only
the girl/woman should make the
decision to have an abortion or
carry the pregnancy to term and
keep the child or place the baby for
adoption. The decision should not
be up to self-righteous, ambitious
politicians.
PRO-CHOICE GRANDMA
DEAR GRANDMA: Right on!
Only the individual knows
how much she can handle, and
the decision should be hers to
make. The key word is, indeed,
"choice."
* *

CANDACE,900 WERE MEAN
TO KOS IN SCHOOL.'CAUSE
you Ti-louGHT THEy DIDN'T
LIKE you?

(..:

BRIDGE

for South, Charles Rushing for Calloway and Dale Hughes for North.
In the finals Murray beat Calloway
with high scorers being Albert
Scott for Murray and Darrell
Cleaver for Calloway. Both teams
advance to the First Regional Tournament.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan W. Miller and a
girl to Lt. (jg) Ben and Andrea Hogancamp, March 4; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Kraft, March 5.
Forty years ago
A new snow fell last night piling
another eight inches of wet fluffy
whiteness over what remained of
the seven-inch snow from last
week. A total accumulation of
about 12 to 14 inches of snow confronted residents of the area this
morning and completely upset
schedules, working hours, etc. All
city and county schools are closed
today.'
Recent births reported at-Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. E.W. Thorn, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Russell, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Holland and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thomas Neal.
Fifty years ago
The City of Murray will install
additional parking meters, according to Vernon Hale, city councilman.
Clegg Austin, Jean Corn, Jean
Farris, Robert Glin Jeffrey, Letitia
Maupin, William Smith, Mary Ann
Underwood and Bettye West, seniors, have been named to the National Honor Society at Murray
High School.

TODAY IN HISTORY

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. March 9,
the 69th day of 2000. There are
297 days left in the year.
more.
Today's Highlight in History:
South's bidding indicated at
On March 9, 1862, during the
least nine cards in spades and diamonds, leaving him with at most Civil War, the ironclads Monitor
two clubs. Given dummy's strong and Virginia (formerly Merrimac)
holdings in both minors, it was clashed for five hours to a draw
unlikely that the defense could at Hampton Roads, Va.
collect any tricks in either of those
On this date:
suits.
In 1796, the future emperor of
The °illy realistic hope,there- France, Napoleon Bonaparte, marfore, was that declarer would lose
ried Josephine de Beauharnais.(The
two spade tricks. This would hapcouple
divorced in 1809.)
pen naturally if West had any two
In
1916,
Mexican raiders led
spade honors, but another possibility existed that required some by Pancho Villa attacked Columbus. N.M., killing more than a dozen
assistance from East.
Accordingly, after winning the people.
In 1933, Congress, called into.
opening trick with the king of
hearts, East cashed the ace, even special session by President Roothough this established dummy's sevelt, began its "hundred days"
queen. He then continued with a of enacting New Deal legislation.
third heartinto dummy's Q-9,handIn 1945, during World War II,
ing declarer yet another heart U.S. B-29 bombers launched incentrick.
diary bomb attacks against Japan.
The upshot of this unusual
The fundamental approach
In 1954, CBS newsman Edward
for the defense is to assume that sequence of plays was that South
R. Murrow critically reviewed Wiscontract.
the
make
longer
no
could
defeated,
every contract can be
with each defender shaping his After taking the heart in dummy, consin Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy's
play to meet whatever conditions he had no choice but to lead a spade anti-Communism campaign on -See
are necessary for a successful reso- to the jack, losing to the king. It Now."
In 1975, work began on the
Following his partner's defense,
lution.
Take this case where South West then returned his last heart, Alaskan oil pipeline.
In 1977, about a dozen armed
was in four spades and West led a which East ruffed with the queen.
Declarer overruffed with the Hanafi Muslims invaded three
heart. East knew from West's lead
of the three — fourth-best — that ace and cashed the ten, hoping the buildings in Washington D.C.,
declarer had at least two hearts,so nine would fall. When it didn't, all killing one person and taking more
he could count on scoring two tricks he could do was to congratulate than 130 hostages. The siege ended
in that suit. The question was East-West on a well-conceived and two days later.
where the defense could score two executed defense.
One year ago: RJR Nabisco
Holdings Corp., the food-and-tobacCROSSWORDS
co conglomerate, announced it was
getting out of the cigarette business.
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DEAR DONNA While I agree
that the girl's parents are controlling, I disagree that I goofed
on my reply.
The young woman dropped
out of school as a freshman to
marry someone her parents disapprove of so greatly they refused to attend the wedding.
Since I don't know the young
man,I can only assume that the
bride's parents - right or
wrong - believe the marriage
won't last. That's the reason
they tried to blackmail their
daughter into waiting before
starting a family.
As for paying back the
money that was invested in her
first year of college - the girl
has already refused to do so.
However, were she to attempt
to repay it, rm sure they would
respect her for making the
effort, whether or not she was
able to reimburse the entire
amount.

Ten years ago
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament
Murray High Tigers beat Ballard
Memorial and Tilghman beat Fulton County. High team scorers
were Cheaney for Murray, Logsdon
for Ballard, Leggs and Tyler for
Tilghman and Smith for Fulton.
Births reported include a boy to
Jen and Jimmy Shultz, a boy to
Clarissa and Todd King, a boy to
Sheila and David Dougherty and a
boy to Angie and Timothy Lawrence, March 6.
Twenty years ago
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament,
Murray High Tigers beat Calloway
County Lakers in two overtime periods with high scorers being
Howie Crittenden for Murray and
Jeff Garrison for Calloway; Marshall County Lady Marshals beat
Murray High Lady Tigers with
high team Scorers being Barbara
Faughn for Marshall and Candy
Jackson for Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Rose, Feb. 22; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don Chambers, Feb. 24; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
David Farmer, Feb. 25; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Jackson, Feb.
26; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Roy Beane, March 3.
Thirty years ago
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball semi-finals Murray High Tigers beat South Marshall Rebels and Calloway County
Lakers beat North Marshall Jets.
High team scorers were Allen Hudspeth for Murray, Gary McGregor

An Unusual Defense

/WHAT wERE 400
OFFERING TO
HELP ME DO??

Ft

The parents should realize that a
marriage and expected child need
not be the end of the road for their
daughter's formal education. Eventually she will probably decide to
continue it. She and her husband
will have enough expenses to worry
about without this silly demand
from her parents. How controlling
and manipulative can parents be
to dictate they will disown their
daughter if she gets pregnant before
they think she should?
Her parents deserve a kick in
the rear, as well as a message to
stop dictating how their daughter
should live her life. Abby, you
goofed on your reply.
DONNA KOPITZKE,
HUDSON,WIS.

DEAR ABBY: I am writing in
response to the reply you gave the
young woman signed "Scared to
Speak Up." She was 19 years old,
recently married and expecting her
first baby. Her parents claimed they
would disown her if she became
pregnant before age 24. They also
expect her to repay the money they
spent on her college education.
CONTRAC
Your response for her to be
responsible and begin paying back
the money is ludicrous! Parents
should not manipulate an adult
daughter to do exactly as they want
her to. Life has many twists and South dealer.
turns. It does not always follow a Both sides vulnerable.
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Social Security paid
by combined efforts

INTERVIEW GIVEN...John Taylor of Puryear, a senior at
Christian Fellowship High School, recently interviewed at
Murray State University for a Presidential Scholarship. He
is the son of Gary and Peggy Taylor. Also pictured is Dr.
Don Robertson, MSU vice president for student affairs. The
four-year renewable scholarship is Murray State's most prestigious award and covers the cost of tuition, room, board
and fees.

Study: Brain
grows into puberty
(AP)- Children's brains change
dramatically in key areas well into
until puberty, researchers reported
today in a new study that contradicts
some long-standing assumptions
about brain development.
The anatomical changes —
described as "fine-tuning" — surprised scientists in the United States
and Canada who conducted the
study published today in the journal Nature.
The changes occurred between
ages 3 and 15, in some cases
years after the brain has reached
its full size. Scientists had believed
that neural development slowed
after the first few years of life,
and the brain was essentially organized by the tiine. a .child enters
first grade.
- In fact,- they said,---rven in the
mid-teens the amount of gray matter in some very active areas can
double- and neurons can interconnect, rapidly while unneeded cells
in other areas are flushed out.
The research continues two earlier studies of brain development
published lag fall. Researchers said
they have not determined how the
findings might be practically incorporated into new approaches to
education or child development.
but the study suggests how critically intertwined the stages of brain
growth might be to a child's intellectual and emotional development.
"The teenage years are a kind
of critical time to optimize the
brain." one of the study's coauthors, child psychiatrist Jay Giedd
of the National Institutes of Health.
told the Washington Post. "If a
person is doing sports or academics or music, those are the
abilities that will be hardwired.In the study. researchers at
UCLA, the NIH and McGill University in Montreal scanned the
normal brains of boys and girls
ages 3 to 15. Some of the Children participated as long as four
years.
They saw a wave of growth in
the fiber system that relays information between the brain hemispheres and is a good indicator
of brain activity. The scans also
showed new connections being
made in some areas, while other
areas shrunk.
In children of 3 to 6 years, the
team saw burgeoning in the frontal
networks that regulate the planning of new actions.
"In the very youngest children,
there really is this furious growth
going on in the frontal circuits of

the brain.- UCLA neurologist Paul
Thomoon. ss ho helped develop
the brain mapping technique, told
the Los Angeles Times. "You see
this extraordinary wave of peak
growth that proceeds from the front
of the brain to the back."
In teenagers up to IS, the
researchers observed peak growth
rates in areas in the middle and
back of the brain associated with
associative thinking and language.
The finding reinforces the wisdom of teaming new languages
early in life. By high school, the
task may become biologically more
difficult.
"The ability to learn a new language declines rapidly after age 12,"
said researchers reported. -Peak
growth rates in linguistic regions,
as welLa..s their attenuation around
puberty, may reflect the conclusion of the critical period for learning languages.-

In February your employer will
report to Social Security the wages
on which you have paid Social
Security taxes during the past year.
Your employer also will pay an
equal amount of taxes on these
wages.
This is a good time to discuss
a process that is at the basis of
the system that provides you retirement, survivors, disability and
Medicare benefits.
People sometimes forget the
way in which the current Social
Security system is funded by
employees, employers and the selfemployed. This shared responsibility is the key to the financing
of the Social_ Security _system and
makes it possible to maximize protection at minimal cost to the individual.
In 2000,employees pay 6.20 percent of their earnings up to a maximum of $76,200 a year for retirement, survivors and disability benefits and an additional 1.45 percent on all their earnings for
Medicare hospital insurance. The
employer pays a matching 6.20
percent of the employee's earnings, plus 1.45 percent for Medicare.
The self-employed pay 1240
percent, plus 2.90 percent for
Medicare, an amount equal to both
the employer's and employee's
share. The maximum amount of
wages subject to the tax increases annually.
There are incentives and tradeoffs that make the system work.
For the employer, the Social Security tax becomes part of the cost
of doing business. He gets a credit for the cost of his Social Security contributions on his federal
income tax return.
The employer also can integrate
Social Security benefits into his own
retirement benefits package for the
employee.
Self-employed people are able
to deduct an amount equal to the
employer's share from their federal income tax, putting them in
approximately the same position

At Calloway County High School, Chris King's political science class held voter registration Feb. 24-25 and 28-29.
Students who would turn 18 by Nov. 7 were encouraged to
register. The class had 149 persons register to vote. Students pictured are, from left, (first row) Kristi Williams,
Tabitha Armstrong, Beth Martin Tammy Linn, Brooke Lencki, (second row) Chris King, Josh Burchett, Brian Miller,
Jameson Wade, and Jamie Dowdy. Not pictured is Bryce
Miller.
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Has One of the Largest Selections
of Nuts 8 Bolts
In Western Kentucky,

3100

different
With Over
sizes and types. Including:
stainless steel nuts, washers
bolts, and Special Purpose Fastners
in Grades 2-5-8
standard 6 metric thread
nuts 8 bolts.

GOSPEL MEETING
Coldwater Church
of Christ

IN STOCK!

March 12-15
Speaker - Danny Herndon
Theme - The Pre-eminence of Christ
Sunday thru Wednesday
Come and hear the Gospel.

M
I
A
M
SUPPLY COMPANY

Sunday Morning - 9:30 a.m. & 10:15 a.m.
Sunday Night - 7:30 p.m.
Monday Night - 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday Night - 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night - 7:00 p.m.

Your Hardware, Electrical and

Plumbing Professionals

Inc.

206 East Main • 753-3361

Coldwater Church of Christ
8467 State Route 121 North •489-2219
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My wife is comins home.
She's been in the hospital, and the house sure feels different
without her. She deserves the best, so when they asked me who's soins to
provide the health equipment she needs at home,
I said,

Campbellsville
University fall
1999 honors'
list released
Kellie Jo Williams was named
to the academic honors' list for
the fall 1999 semester at Campbellsville University.
The academic honors' list recognizes students who achieve a
grade point average of 3.50 or above
for the semester with a course
load of at least 12 hours. The fall
1999 honors' list includes a total
of 347 students, with 120 achieving a 4.0 grade point average.
University.
Campbellsville
founded in 1906, is a private, comprehensive institution located in
South Central Kentucky.
Affiliated with the Kentucky
Baptist Convention. Campbellsville
has grown 150 percent during the
past 10 years to an enrollment of
approximately 1,600, making it
one of the fastest-growing institutions in the Southeast United States

as the employee and the employer.
The result is a package of protection that includes retirement benefits as early as age 62, disability benefits at any age and survivors benefits for a worker's family.
Proposals for changing the system to meet the need for increased
funding are necessary to recognize the 'delicate balance in the
present financing system. Any
reform must assure that the cost
of the system does not unduly
burden any one segment of society over another.
For more information, call I800-772-1213 and ask for the booklet, "The Future of -Social Security." Or you can visit Social Security Online, at www.ssa.gov, our
Internet website.

"Holland Medical': .

She has a breathing problem and Holland Medical specializes in
respiratory equipment like nebulizers. So I just said,

"Holland"

MURRAY.
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.7531465
Toll Free:
1.800 227.4125

PADUCAll
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270.442.6311
Toll Free:
I 800.223.4947

Holland Medical is on call twenty four hours a day, so I don't have to
worry... And neither does she.
Take my advice, when the time comes...just say,

"Holland':

You

don't need to say anything more..

II

Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment

Holland Medical Equipment

Accredited by the Joint Cornmissqn
on the Accreditation
Healthcare Orgarezat,
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